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Zoo prototype. 14' x 5 1/2' x
5 1/2'. Forged and fabricated corten steel. Originally proposed for
Central Park Zoo. Seneca Park
Zoo, Rochester,
New York.

Design & Build

ALBERT PALEY

of Rochester, New York,
at the ABANA Conference

D

uring the 2004 ABANA Conference, renowned artist-blacksmith
Albert Paley will present two lectures concerning his work and the state
of contemporary blacksmithing. Paley
is currently the Distinguished Professor
holding the Charlotte Fredericks Mowris Professorship in Contemporay Crafts
at the Rochester Institute of Technology. Paley has exhibited his metalwork
throughout the world, and has excuted
over fifty significant commissions. For
more information about Albert Paley,
please visit www.albertpaley.com. 

Eden. 50" x 45"
x 41". Steel,
slate, copper. Function:
Presentation
table.
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Wine cellar gate. 887" x 47
1/8". Forged and fabricated
steel, brass. Private residence.

Dragon’s back lamp. 80" x 36".
Floor lamp. Steel, glass.

Sculpture VI. 118" x 41" x
28". Forged and fabricated
steel, monochromed.
Private collection.

Portal gates. 162" x 108" x 6". Forged
and fabricated steel/brass/bronze. New
York State Senate Chambers, Albany.
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y the time you read this, we will have started the countdown for the great ABANA
2004 Conference at Richmond, Kentucky.
Located in the heart of Bluegrass country, Richmond will be the perfect family vacation. Plan
on spending some time in the area to visit Daniel
Boone’s fort, historic homes, Kentucky Artisan
Center, Bybee Pottery, Mammoth Cave, Abraham
Lincoln’s birthplace, the Getz Museum of Whiskey,
Pleasant Hills Shaker Village, the Civil War Tours…
the list goes on! The Conference will present some
of the finest blacksmithing in the world. Galleries,
special events, classes, family events–there will be
a lot of activities for only three days. Best of all,
come and interact with your smithing brethren
from around the globe. Skilled American smiths,
as well as smiths from the Czech Republic, the
United Kingdom, Finland and The Netherlands will
be on hand to demonstrate. The legendary Alfred
Habermann will also be on hand. In the Special
Events category, the famed Albert Paley will be
working his own special magic. And I understand
that Conference Coordinator Dave Koenig even has
a few surprises up his very busy sleeve!
Since becoming ABANA’s president, I have
made an effort to review the present status of
ABANA. I started this process in Memphis at the

ABANA Board Meeting last fall. First, I want to say
that I am extremely impressed at the qualifications
and commitment of the members of the ABANA
Board of Directors. They represent a complete
geographical cross-section of the United States,
from Alaska to Florida and from Pennsylvania to
California. Canada is ably represented by Murray Lowe from Ontario. Each one has made a
tremendous time commitment to the organization.
Each Board member is also a member of various
ABANA committees, which are active and which
often require ongoing attention. For example, the
Publications Committee must monitor the production and distribution of eight magazine issues each
year: four issues of The Anvil’s Ring and four of the
Hammer’s Blow. There are other committees that
monitor the scholarships and grants which enable
members to partake in blacksmithing events. All
of these committees are busy helping provide the
best member services possible. I recently asked
each committee to give me a report on their current activities. After reviewing these reports, I can
assure the membership that they have a most effective and hardworking organization. The present
Board is extremely harmonious and depends upon
consensus to arrive at agreement. This efficiency
and harmony will be obvious at Richmond. The

Contributor Information
We appreciate and accept written material, graphics and
photography pertaining to the art, science and business of blacksmithing.
Our current writer’s guidelines are available upon request
and posted at www.abana.org
We reserve the right to reject or professionally edit any works submitted.

Advertiser Information
Advertising rates/sizes are readily available for The Anvil’s Ring
and Hammer’s Blow by contacting Rob Edwards
or at www.sebastianpublishing.com
Sebastian Publishing and its staff do not manufacture, test,
warrant, guarantee or endorse any of the tools, materials,
instructions or products contained in any articles
or advertisements published herein.
Sebastian Publishing and ABANA disclaim any responsibility
or liability for damages or injuries resulting from
the use of any information published in The Anvil’s Ring.

PATINAS &
ANTIQUING SOLUTIONS
BROWN ANTIQUE

FOR SOLID & PLATED COPPER BRASS

B L AC K A N T I Q U E

FOR BRASS & COPPER ALLOYS

R U S T Y PAT I N A S

FOR STEEL, BRASS & COPPER

ABANA members are the beneficiaries of all of this
hard work. If you have a special talent that would
enrich ABANA, please do give some thought to
running for the Board this summer. Join a group
of talented, hard-working individuals; I guarantee
you that you will be well rewarded for your investment of time and energy.
There are two conference-related items that
members should be aware of. First, the ABANA
poster contest! Check out the ABANA web site,
www.abana.org, for details. Or contact Board
member Dave Mudge, e-mail: davemudge@
abana.org. for details. Second, the conference will
be displaying a banner from each affiliate. It would
be great if each affiliate would make an effort to
make its presence known at the conference with
a colorful banner!
Last, on a personal note, I look forward to meeting as many of you as possible at the conference.
Being from the Pacific Northwest, I haven’t had the
opportunity to meet a lot of our ABANA members
east of the Rockies, so I will look forward to that.
See you in Richmond!
Don Kemper. 

ANYANG USA

Introduces…

The New 33lb Z

HAMMER:

B L AC K A N T I Q U E

FOR TIN/LEAD & ZINC, SOLDERS, PEWTER, SILVER,
NICKEL & FERROUS METALS

M E TA L L I C C O P P E R & B R A S S C O AT I N G S

•• Has
Has an
an XX && YY adjustable
adjustable anvil
anvil

(PAINTS) VERDE GREEN/TIFFANY GREEN
OLD GREEN LOOK FOR COPPER and BRASS

TURQUOISE BLUE
FOR COPPER ALLOYS

The Anvil’s Ring c/o Rob Edwards
Sebastian Publishing
P.O. Box 1849 • 6690 Wentworth Springs Rd.
Georgetown, CA 95634
Phone: 530/333-2687 • Fax: 530/333-2689
e-mail: thering@sebastianpublishing.com
web site: www.sebastianpublishing.com

Hammer’s Blow c/o Brian Gilbert
3404 Hartford• Chattanooga, TN 37415
Phone/fax: 423/876-1016
e-mail: hammerguy@mindspring.com
Accepting: tips, techniques,
event info for Hammer’s Blow.
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BRIGHT DIPS

REMOVES CORROSION/TARNISH

PEWTER LOOK

FOR COPPER ALLOYS AND STEEL

TIN LOOK

IMMERSION TIN FOR COPPER AND BRASS
IMMERSION COPPER FOR STEEL

A I R D RY L AC Q U E R S
7-SAMPLE FINISHING KIT $50.00

TRIPLE-S CHEMICAL PRODUCTS, INC.
3464 UNION PACIFIC AVE., LA., CA 90023
TEL: (323) 261-7301 FAX: (323) 261-5567
Toll Free: 1(800) 862-5958
www.patinas.com

•• Upper
Upper die
die stays
stays up
up at
at idle
idle
•• Designed
Designed for
for the
the artist
artist blacksmith
blacksmith
•• 220
220 single-phase
single-phase

888-897-1026
www.anyangusa.com

GRAHAM MANUFACTURING
THE EXCLUSIVE USA DISTRIBUTOR
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Wendel Broussard
Wendel Broussard began working as
an apprentice farrier in his home town of
Houston, Texas in 1971. A six-year stint
on the California racetracks, building
custom-fitted shoes for harness horses,
sharpened his forging skills.
In 1983 Wendel opened the Golden
Anvil Metalsmithing shop of Smithville,
Texas. His interest in repoussé led to
self-taught techniques and later he was
privileged to attend and graduate from
the school of repoussé at Les Compagnons
Du Devoir in Muizon, France in 1991.
His talent for ornamental iron has
resulted in many jobs in both private
homes and businesses. His projects
include the renovation of the "Old
Galveston Square,” Galveston, Texas,
restoration of the Denton County Courthouse, Denton, Texas, and the entrance
grille for the Sinclair Building in Fort
Worth, Texas.
Wendel has demonstrated at numerous
conferences and workshops throughout
the United States including the Metal
Museum in Memphis, Tennessee, and the
1998 ABANA Conference in Asheville,
North Carolina. He has also been featured
on the HGTV series "Modern Masters".
During the 2004 ABANA Conference
Wendel will address the path to designing
and making architectural repoussé. This
process will include the consideration of
styles, techniques used, materials and job

Hall table titled: "Mesquite Break." Steel and brass.

Hall table, detail.

Design & Build

Hall table,
detail.

Leg detail of coffee table.

Coffee table, top view.

Coffee table. Steel and gold leaf. 4'x 4'. By Joe Pehoski and Wendel
Broussard. Photo by Reagan Bradshaw.

Door hardware detail.

Stair railing (double handrail). Steel and bronze. By Joe
Pehoski and Wendel Broussard.
Picture frame, bronze, steel and glass.
9" x 11". Photo by Reagan Bradshaw.
Door hardware, bronze. 2' x 3', approx.
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Steve Dunn,
Smiths Grove, Kentucky
All of Steve’s knives have forged blades
as he believes a properly forged and heattreated blade has no equal when it comes
to performance. Says Steve, "There are
certain qualities that can be imparted in
the steel that cannot be accomplished in
any other way. Each knife is put through
very demanding tests after heat treat, and
only the ones that are superior in strength
and edge holding leave my shop. Each
knife is made one at a time and special
attention is given to detail.
"Most of the folders I offer now are
of the linerlock design as I think it is
superior in strength to all the rest. I work
in various Damascus patterns whether
it is pattern-welded or mosaic. When I
use mosaic, I always weld a 52100 center
core in the middle for the cutting edge. I
like to use titanium for liners, and offer
anodizing if the customer wants it. A few
years ago I started offering engraving
as I have always strongly believed in
sole authorship in my knives. I thoroughly enjoy this and hope it shows in
my work." 

Crocodile knife. 4" Kris-style blade with pattern
Damascus. 24k gold teeth. 18k rose-gold bird. 14k
gold disc on rocker bar.

Ghost rocker release knife. 3 3/4" blade of ghost
heads & ghost men. Ghost bolster. File-worked
titanium. Fossil walrus ivory handles. Fileworked gold rocker bar and back strap. Inlaid
gold on inside.

Octapussy knife. Blade steels 1075 & 15N20. 4-inch modified
W-pattern blade. Goldlip motherof-pearl picture frame handle. 14k
gold rocker bar and screws.

Design & Build

Great White. 4" feather pattern
Damascus blade. Front and rear bolsters - thorns & thistles. Pearl handle.
Titanium liner lock/rocker lock. Back
strap - dorsal fin, file worked.

European Hunting Sword
(Cuttoe). Blade steel - 01 & 1018,
ladder-pattern Damascus. Blade
length: 21". D-guard - 1095 &
203E double-bar twist pattern.
Fluted ebony handle with ferrules
on each end. Sheath is ebony with
nickel silver throat and tip.

Snipe. 4-inch feather pattern
Damascus blade. Blade steels
- 1075 & 15N20. Picture-frame
handle with goldlip motherof-pearl inlays.

Goldfinger. Blade steels 1075 &
15N20 inlays. 24k gold in flower
motifs. Handle goldlip pearl. Fileworked backstrap.

D-Guard Bowie knife. Blade length - 10". Blade
steels - 1075 & 15N20. Walrus ivory handle.
Fittings - Damascus.
Gentleman’s side lock folder knife. Blade length: 3 1/2". Ladder pattern Damascus blade. Ivory handle.
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Memorial cross. Forged steel 30 x 30 square, 3 mm
sheet, rusted, height 1000mm.

Jouko Nieminen,
Master Blacksmith
Helsinki, Finland
Jouko began studying blacksmithing
in the early ‘80s; by 1986 he owned his
own shop. Jouko studied at the University
of Industrial Arts in Helsinki and in 1990
he earned the prestigious title of master
blacksmith. His work has been included in
many exhibitions throughout Europe and
he has demonstrated his blacksmithing
skills internationally. Jouko participated
in the First International Festival of Iron
in Cardiff, Wales, the 1990 ABANA Conference in Alfred, New York, the Second
and Third Weltkongress der Schmiede in
Aachen, Germany, and most recently at
the European Blacksmith Workshop at the
Total Museum in Seoul, South Korea.
Jouko produces different types of work
ranging from traditional to contemporary art to functional and tool making.
He utilizes various materials, including
mild steel, wrought iron, stainless steel,
Damascus and brass. During his demonstrations in Kentucky he will focus on
the development of new forms, patinas
and surface treatment involved in their
finalization. 

Birdsaurus, animal sculpture. Forged
steel, copper, rust, 900 mmh x 750 mml

#2 Brooch. Damascus steel,
acid-proof steel.

Axe, stainless damascus steel. Ash handle. 350 x 100 mm

#3 Brooch. Damascus steel, acid-proof steel.

Candleholder (licorice).
Forged steel 20 x 40 flat,
height 350 mm

10
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#1 Brooch. Forged rusted steel, acid
proof steel.

Entrance gate. Steel, height 4000 mm, width 3500 mm

Fish skeleton. Forged steel, acid-proof steel, rust. 1200 x 550 mm.

Memorial cross. Forged
acid-proof steel, 16 x 40
flat, height 900 mm.
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St. Peter and St. Paul church Albury, Surrey. Bird mesh
gate allows for ventilation, but keeps the birds out.

Peter Parkinson,
Hampshire, England
Peter Parkinson is a self-employed artist-blacksmith from Hampshire, England.
He studied Industrial Design at the Royal
College of Art in London, has worked as
an Industrial Designer with both London Transport and Allied Ironfounders
Limited. He taught for 25 years at the
Surrey Institute of Art & Design where
he initiated a BA (Hons) Metals degree
course in 1982, which includes studies
in blacksmithing.
Mr. Parkinson resigned his teaching
post in 1992 to devote time to his own
studio and forging workshop, making
speculative pieces for gallery sales and
undertaking public art and architectural
metalwork commissions in many parts
of Britain. These include works in Basingstoke, Blackburn, Bradford, Crawley,
Derby, Leicester, London, Portsmouth
and Southampton. He continues to teach
short courses on design and blacksmithing in Britain and America. His book,
The Artist Blacksmith, published in 2001,
explains the role of the artist blacksmith
and discusses the design and specification of forged metalwork in an attempt
to provide a resource for architects and
designers desiring more information on
forged metalwork. 

Editor’s Note: My apologies for captioning Kevin
Clancy’s photo in the Winter 2004 issue of The
Anvil’s Ring on page 20 with “Peter Renzetti at work

12
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Forged steel handrail panel.
The main decorative motif in
“Trypanosomes” — microscopic
protozoan parasites — which
the client worked on as a
research biochemist. Private
house in Farnham, Surrey.

(a while back).” Peter informed me, “That wasn’t
me, a while back or anytime ever.” Sorry, just inadvertently adding to the legend of the “Unknown

Blacksmith.” Also on page 21, Michael McCarthy
is Paul Spaulding’s apprentice, not the other way
around.

Design & Build
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Gate for a Georgian house, East Ilsley, Berkshire.

Bourne School sundial, Lower Bourne,
Farnham, Surrey. Forged and fabricated
mild steel wall sundial, 2.2 m diameter
forming a major feature on the end wall for
the newly landscaped Millenium Garden.
The wall faces due south, allowing the
scale of the sundial to be symmetrical. The
workshop picture shows the sundial hot-dip
galvanised, before painting.
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The general meeting of the ABANA Membership will take place on Thursday, July 8, 2004 at
6:30 p.m. The location for the meeting will be the
Keen Johnson Building on the campus of Eastern
Kentucky University in Richmond, Kentucky.
The ABANA Board of Directors meeting will
take place on Friday, July 9, 2004 at 6:30 p.m. The
location for the meeting will be Eastern Kentucky
University in Richmond, Kentucky. Building and
room location will be announced as soon as the
details are available.

Vendor Donation to the
ABANA Education Fund

2/3 page
Ironwood
1/c
pick up film from summer 01
Gene please
send me this one also
thanks
linda

Any 2004 ABANA Conference vendor wishing
to donate $2,500. to ABANA’s Education Fund
is eligible to take advantage of all the following
advertising benefits:
~ A half-page advertising space in the 2004
ABANA Conference publication. The cost of
the ad may be applied toward a larger ad purchased by the vendor, if desired.
~ One-half page of advertising in The Anvil’s Ring
or the Hammer’s Blow. The choice of publication is that of the vendor. The cost of the ad
may be applied toward a larger ad purchased
by the vendor.
~ The vendor’s name and contact information on
a maximum of four vendor-supplied banners
no larger than 3' x 8'. These banners may be
displayed in a prominent Conference location
as mutually agreed upon with the Conference
Chairperson, Dave Koenig.
~ Exclusive site choice in the vendor area, mutually agreed upon with the Conference Chairperson.

Conference

The biennial ABANA Conference will be held
July 7 - 11, 2004, at East Kentucky University in
Richmond, Kentucky. See information on some
of the demonstrators at the conference in this
issue.

Contracts

Central Office Administator’s contract will be
reviewed yearly and extends until 2004.
The Anvil's Ring contract extends until the
year 2004.
Hammer's Blow contract extends until 2006.

Reprint Policy

ABANA Affiliate newsletter editors are authorized to reprint anything published in either The
Anvil's Ring or Hammer's Blow in their affiliate
newsletter.

Scholarships

ABANA scholarships are available to all
14
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admission of affiliates

On April 10, 2004, a motion for admission of
affiliates was passed unanimously by the ABANA
Board of Directors. The two new ABANA affiliates
are the Central Minnesota Blacksmiths and the
Artist Blacksmith’s Association of Finland.

ELECTION INFORMATION

The Artist-Blacksmith's Association of North
America, Inc. (ABANA) is run by a board of 15
directors elected by the membership. These elected
volunteers serve as officers, committee chairpersons and members of committees. Five of the 15
directors are elected each year for a three-year
term.
To run for election, one is required to be an
ABANA member in good standing and provide
the following:
A nominating petition signed by at least 10
ABANA members submitted with photograph and
candidate statement to the central office by June
15 of the election year.

notice of election for ABANA
Board of Directors.
2004 Election Timetable

w.

Spring issue of The Anvil's Ring
June 15, 2004: Nominations deadline date, submitted to the ABANA Central Office, P.O. Box
816, Farmington, GA 30638
August 1, 2004: Ballot mailing in the Summer
issue of The Anvil's Ring
September 15, 2004: Postmark deadline for
completed ballots
October 1, 2004: Notification to elected Board
members. To view the complete bylaws,
go to the ABANA web site at www.abana.org/
the_by_laws.html
Business meetings of the ABANA Board are
held annually near the 15th of November. On
the even year, an additional meeting is held at
the ABANA international conference in typically June or July. Between meetings, business
is conducted by phone, mail, fax, and email,
followed by a quarterly board mailing, distributed by the Central Office. 

ww

ABANA Membership Meeting

ABANA members. The closing dates are: January 1, April 1, July 1, and October 1. Information
can be obtained from the ABANA Central Office,
call 706/310-1030.

com
For Interviews with:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stephen Bondi
Elizabeth Brim
Gary Brown
Fred Caylor
E.A. Chase
Tim Cisneros
Doug Hendrickson
Toby Hickman
Tom Joyce
Bruce Northridge
Bob Patrick
Bill Pieh
John Rais
Frank Turley
Francis Whitaker

Go to www.anvilmag.com

May 1, 2004: Notice of election published in the

Peters Valley

Craft Education Center

2004

SUMMER
WORKSHOPS
Maegan Crowley
J.D. Smith
Brad Nichols
Japheth Howard
Elizabeth Brim
Jim Wyckoff
David Mazzarella
Jeffrey Funk
Dale Wedig
Jeff Loehmann
Peter Happny
Douglas Wilson
John Rais
Frank Turley
Hot Iron, Bronze and Stainless with Jeffrey Funk
July 23-27

www.pvcrafts.org • 973948-5200
Spring 2004 | Anvil’s Ring
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Dear Editor,
These two pieces were created
for a show at Emory and Henry
College, Emory, Virginia, entitled Social Justice and Community Service Art Show, in April,
2003. The unusual idea caught
my attention. My personal statements regarding the sentiment
of each work is included here.
Photo (right) is the Iraq Cross.
It is 14"h x 10" w, forged steel.

It was conceived on the way to my shop as the
radio announced President Bush was going to
war. Technique: Pure rage with a 4-lb. hammer,
and tears. Statement: It could have been handled
better. It wasn’t. Now they have to die for our
diplomatic sins.
Photo (left) is entitled Hebrews 13:3. It is 11"
in diameter. Forged steel; tractor-trailer hubcap;
lock. Statement: Well, how do you look behind
bars? Sort of small, weak, grotesque. But you feel
normal, don’t you? There are about 2,500,000
people in U.S. prisons and jails. Not many get
visitors. Who has the key: What is
it? What other kinds of prisons are
there, and who has those keys?
Bill Gable, Marion, Virginia

and I’m thrilled to have this anvil.
Don M. Betts, Racine, Wisconsin

Dear Editor,

Dear ABANA Board
Members,

My number was the one drawn
awarding me the prize of the anvil
in the last Board election. I now
have it. It is a fine anvil with a
good future ahead for its use in my
shop. See you all at the ABANA
Conference in Kentucky this July.
And thank you all so much. The
drawing was a wonderful idea,

Justin Hargett with prizewinnig hammer

I am a 17-year old living in Texas. I know how
to weld and plan on becoming a certified welder.
I come from A family of metal workers. My
father and my brother are both welders and now
I have them interested in blacksmithing. I have
been interested in blacksmithing since I knew it

existed and that it was still practiced today. I have
been working with metal ever since I picked up
a mig gun back in the 8th grade.
I just recently completed my first blacksmithing-related project: a 50-lb. power hammer. It
weighs 2000-plus pounds and cost me around
$800 to build, but it was well worth it. I showed
it in the local Future Farmers of America Youth
Show and received the Reserve Grand Champion Award overall and also Champion of Metal
Projects Award.
People at the show thought it was many different things: a wood splitter, a hammer miook a
really big pecan crusher B ideas other than what
it is. The people who actually knew what it was
told me some interesting stories of blacksmith
they knew and things that they made.
The only bad thing I found out about making
a power hammer is now my dad wants a bigger
one and he’s already started getting some of
the parts for it.
Justin Hargett, Buda, Texas

Dear Editor,

I remember that some time ago there were
some discussions with the Boy Scouts about
establishing a blacksmithing merit badge. Can
anyone tell me what happened to that idea?

David Hoopes, Lenexa, Kansas
E-mail: dhoopes@kc.rr.com
From the Editor: Dear David, The blacksmithing
metalworking merit badge was introduced at
the National Boy Scouts of America Jamboree
in Fort A.P. Hill, Virginia, in the summer of
2001. If you have access to prior issues of
The Anvil’s Ring and the Hammer’s Blow, see
the Summer 2001 issue of The Ring on page
3 for information from president of ABANA,
Doug Learn, on the subject. There is also further
information on the metalworking merit badge in
the president’s letter on page 3 in the summer
2001 issue of the Hammer’s Blow.
Go to the ABANA web site, www.abana.org,
and do a search for Boy Scouts Merit Badge and
a wealth of information will come up, including all the requirements. Also, go to the Boy
Scouts of America web site, www.scouting.org,
to learn more.

Dear Editor,

The Francis Whitaker Blacksmiths Educational Foundation would like to thank the
blacksmithing community for all the generous
donations and book purchases throughout the
last few years. For 2003, the Foundation funded

$8,550 in scholarships and grants which were
used to further the teaching skills of blacksmiths
and to provide educational information. The
Foundation is currently experiencing a lull in
donations and would like to ask for your support with donations of any size so that we can
continue to provide this level of funding. Contributions are tax deductible. Book sales are also
used to provide funding. We recently received a
limited number of copies of the The Blacksmith’s
Cookbook from Jim Fleming. If your old one is
worn out and you would like to replace it for
$35, write or email the Foundation. Beautiful
Iron and Francis' biography are also available.
Please help the Foundation enhance and expand
the body of knowledge held by all of you.
Donations can be sent to:
Francis Whitaker Blacksmith Educational
Foundation or FWBEF
C/O Gordo Stonington, 1493 County Road
106, Carbondale, CO 81623
Our e-mail for book purchases or other communications is FWBEF@crms.org 

2004 CONFERENCE UPDATE!

We are charged up here at the ABANA Central Office as the 2004 ABANA Conference is fast approaching. After two years of planning,
all of the details are finally coming together.
Those of you who have already registered are probably feeling the same way and eager to make your plans concrete. We would like
to inform you of the basic plan for day one, Wednesday, July 7th. The registration desk, located in the Perkins Building, will open at
8 am and close at 12 midnight. Please review the directions printed on your receipt, which you received via the U.S. mail, to lead you
to the Perkins Building. Upon arrival you should first plan to head to the registration desk where you will check in, receive your dorm
room assignment, linen package and meal plan card if applicable, and pick up your conference bag full of ABANA goodies and a schedule
of events.
Expect long lines at registration, but please note that the ABANA sales booths will be located nearby for a diversion and an opportunity
to check out the new ABANA caps, t-shirts and 2004 conference souvenirs.
After completing check-in, you will have from 4:30 - 6:30 pm to enjoy dinner at the wonderful EKU fresh food cafeteria, or at any of
the restaurants near the campus in Richmond.
The opening ceremony, featuring keynote speaker Melvin Rose of Melvin Rose Industries, is scheduled to begin Wednesday evening at
6:30 pm. Albert Paley will present a slide lecture at 8 pm that same evening in the brand-new 400-seat Student Center Auditorium.
Now would be a great time for those of you with specific questions ranging from lodging choices to demonstration schedules, from
airport shuttle bus information to vendor questions to review our Frequently Asked Questions page within our web site at the following
link:

http://www.abana.org/membership/conference/faq.shtml

And keep checking in with the web site for up-to-the-minute details that will assist your itinerary planning:

http://www.abana.org/membership/conference/
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Previews
& Notes

Nimba
Anvils
A classic Italian design
made in the USA

Unusual New Gallery
Has Opened
When: Thursdays and Fridays, 1 pm - 6 pm,
Saturdays 10 am - 1 pm
Where: Louisville, Kentucky
Kaviar Gallery is a new art gallery which
opened in February, 2004. It is unique in the
fact that it is located in the middle of a forge
studio. The newly renovated space includes
tile floors and large windows that open onto
a sculpture garden. The white walls contrast
with the sooty floor of the blacksmith shop,
which visitors may view through the window
from the gallery into the shop.
This space has previously been used as
a showroom for sculptor Craig Kaviar. By
showing his own work, and the work of other
artists, he hopes to create a unique experience
for his visitors. The gallery not only features
furniture and sculpture by Kaviar but also
painting, sculpture, fountains, furniture and
artwork by other artists. It specializes in
presenting artists who have honed their craft
for 25 years or more and the gallery gives a
glimpse into how art is made.

National Ornamental & Miscellaneous Metals Association (NOMMA).

ArtsPlace Gallery Show

Where: A
 rtsPlace Gallery, 160 North Mill
St., Lexington, KY
When: June 18 - July 31, 2004
"Continuum," Six Kentucky blacksmiths
and their Mentors, will be featured at an
art show sponsored by the Lexington Arts
& Cultural Council at the ArtsPlace Gallery in Lexington, during the time of the
ABANA Conference in Lexington. For more
information, call 859/225-0370 or e-mail:
ihf248@msn.com.

Call for Photos

Author Dona Z. Meilach is gathering
photos for a new book, Contemporary Ironwork, Inside and Out." Deadline is November 1, 2004. Contact via email: dmeilach@
msn.com or phone 760/436-4395 for more
information.

ABANA
Auction!

Association will host CanIRON V, in Annapolis Royal, Nova Scotia, Canada. One feature of
this conference will be a PowerPoint "Virtual
Gallery.” Our intention is to showcase the
widest possible selection of global metalwork
in a continuous electronic presentation which
will run the length of the conference. We
would like to invite all blacksmiths, worldwide, to take part in this.
All interested parties are asked to provide:
artist’s portrait, shop name, location, and
country of origin, and three to five images
of your work.
For further information please contact
Brad Allen, Maritime Blacksmiths Association
(902) 454-2266. Digital images may be sent to
allenbt@hfx.eastlink.ca. Photos or slides may
be posted to Brad Allen. 5655 Merkel Street,
Halifax, Nova Scotia B3K 2J1 Canada. 

Richmond, Kentucky

July 7-11, 2004
Saturday afternoon, July 10
starting at 4:00 p.m., you’re
invited to attend the auction
of items donated by ABANA
members, conference demonstrators and vendors. This
is ABANA’s major fundraising event. Come share in the
excitement!
For more information visit our
web site at www.abana.org.

Call for Submissions
CanIRON V Virtual Gallery

In August, 2005, the Maritime Blacksmiths

New Web Site for New York
State
Designer
Blacksmiths

The New York State Designer Blacksmiths
announces a new web site for their group. It
is: www.nysdb.org. For further information
on this affiliate, contact affiliate president
Charles Canterbury, e-mail: hummingbirdforge@hotmail.com.

Award Winning Ornamental Components

Grand Opening at National
Ornamental Metal Museum

Gladiator
Centurion
Titan

Tip-to-Tip
Length

Face
Width

Height

Weight

39"
31 1⁄2"
24 3⁄4"

7"
7"
5"

13"
9"
7"

450 lbs.
260 lbs.
120 lbs.

For specs and prices:

www.anvils.nimbaforge.com • 360.385.7258
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Where: Memphis, Tennessee
On February 5, 2004, the National Ornamental Museum turned 25 years old. A grand
opening was held on that date. This year,
after four years of fundraising, a $1.5 million
renovation project is scheduled to begin on
the original third building, turning it into a
modern library.
While the gallery exhibits are the most
visible aspect of the museum, its facilities
offer much more, including apprenticeships
for students, educational classes tours of the
smithy and metal conservation work.
For more information on the history
and evolution of the National Ornamental
Metal Museum see the February 2004 issue
of Fabricator, the official publication of the

When Quality Matters...

newel posts

malleable
steel
leaves

railheads,
tops & caps

grape leaves

roses,
flowers &
rosettes

handmade grapes

forged
feature
bars
top scrolls

scrolled circles

Fine European craftsmanship defines the quality of our products.
Over 5000 different products, and we will quote on custom orders to your specifications.
No minimum order. In-stock items shipped within 24 hrs. Request our free catalog.

950 South Second Street • Plainfield, NJ 07063
800.784.7444 fax: 908.757.3439
http://www.archirondesign.com e-mail:aisales@archirondesign.com
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A r o u n d & Ab o u t
West Coast USA Forges Link with East Coast Australia
Australia's Hot Iron Muster 2003
by Helen Ball

A
Completed project from the Toolmaking
workshop. Photo by Helen Ball.

Drawing a simple
flower on a sheet of
copper, he swapped
the anvil for a block of
wood and with precise
and concentrated raps
soon had the petals
blossoming out from
the surface. It was an
aspect of decorative
metalwork not often
seen in Australia, and
created new interest
for the die-hard
blacksmiths.

Brent Bailey demonstrating
cable welding.
Photo by Colin Dray.
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hop across the Pacific Ocean in October
2003 saw Californian smith Brent Bailey
join forces with Queenslander Alan Ball
for Australia's Hot Iron Muster 2003, held in
Logan Village just outside Brisbane.
This was the fourth annual Muster hosted by
Alan as a skills development opportunity for
Australian blacksmithing enthusiasts. "While
we have some very talented smiths in Australia, we are still in the early stages of building
a resource network," said Alan. “My ABANA
membership provides the ideal way to make
contact with U.S. smiths willing to share expertise and a holiday in our great country at the
same time."
As with previous Musters, this year's event
began with a Demonstration Day to allow a
wider audience to see some action at the forge
and anvil. Several of the 50 attendees were
first-timers keen to experience the magic of
working hot metal, while the hardened converts
traveled from near and far for the chance to
talk blacksmithing and pick up some new tips
from Brent.
Drawing on his background in both ornamental ironwork and toolmaking, Brent's demonstrations began with a contemporary take on a
large leaf and a split cross, followed by a finely
finished chisel in H13 tool steel. He forged a
cross-peen hammerhead from 4140 steel, slitting
and drifting the hole for the hammer handle.
Sharing the techniques learned during a previous
international exchange, he hammered out a fine
Zimbabwean spearhead with a double offset in
the blade, making it a complex exercise. Turning
back to decorative elements, he made light work
of the popular pineapple and rope twists, with
his expertly executed examples much admired.
The highlight of the day was undoubtedly
Brent's seemingly effortless demonstration of
pattern welding. After showing the effect that
can be achieved with wire cable, he demonstrated the welding and twisting of layers of mild
and 15N20 high nickel tool steel before cutting
through to expose the cross section. A quick dip
into the etching solution revealed the pattern.
Although time did not allow for a totally finished
and polished billet, he had previously completed
the same twisted pattern with 34 layers and 7
revolutions for display.

After the heavy hammering of the day, Brent
elected for a change of pace with a final demonstration of repoussé. Drawing a simple flower
on a sheet of copper, he swapped the anvil for a
block of wood and with precise and concentrated
raps soon had the petals blossoming out from the
surface. It was an aspect of decorative metalwork
not often seen in Australia, and created new
interest for the die-hard blacksmiths.
Brent's skills were much appreciated by the
audience and his ready-made hammers, punches
and chisels were in big demand. Those who had
secured a place in the three hands-on workshops
to follow eagerly awaited their own chance to
continue the experience.
The first of the two-day workshops offered
the opportunity for newcomers to try out their
hammer hands on a kitchen utensil hanger.
The design called for two sides of the frame
to be tapered to decorative ends, then wrapped
around and riveted over the other two sides.
After Brent's initial demonstration, the fires were
started. Participants warmed up by making their
punches that would later be put to good use
making the various holes for assembly. Once
onto the project itself, sweats were soon raised
in drawing out the 40mm flat bar frame. The
challenge for the less experienced was to make
all four tapers match as closely as possible. The
hanging racks were inserted with mortise and
tenon joins, and a variety of hooks were forged
to hang the frame and hold utensils. All participants declared themselves well pleased with
their completed projects.
A set of three barbecue utensils was the project for the next workshop. Brent first demonstrated the decorative handle, drawing out
12mm square bar to form a tight scrolled end,
then punching two pairs of holes to allow the
bar to be looped over and riveted against itself.
With all participants having previous forging
experience, work began quickly on the matching handles. Once they were ready, Brent continued with the business ends of the utensils.
The simple steak turner was a novelty to the
class, as it is not a common tool in Australia.
Along with the double-pronged fork, it was
forged from the existing handles. Brent's version of a spatula cross-peened out of 40x6mm
flat bar tested the endurance of the group in
the sultry conditions, and all were very happy
to complete that final fire-weld to its handle.

Completed project from
the BBQ Tools workshop.
Photo by Brent Bailey

Pattern-welded billet demonstrated by Brent. Photo by
Vicky Fraser.

The new utensils were carried off as proud trophies to be the talking point at many Aussie
BBQ's to come.
Hand tools of a different kind were the topic
for the final two-day workshop. After seeing
the quality of Brent's hammers, punches and
chisels at the beginning of the Muster, all participants were keen to get started on their own
sets. Being in short supply in Australia, a crosspeen hammer had top billing. Following Brent's
lead, the group got started on a slitting chisel
in H13 and a drift in 4140 steel to be ready to
use on the hammerhead. With these experienced
smiths needing little guidance, Brent was soon
back in action at the demonstration forge. His

Forging a Swedish pattern
hammerhead. Photo by
Graham Moyses.

hard-hitting expertise saw the embryonic hammerhead steadily take shape. Taking the process
right through to a finished (but unpolished) hammer, he produced a fine example for the group
to aspire to.
Alan had pre-cut the stock and attached
handles to save time for the participants, so
the forges were quickly fired up while the biggest hammers emerged from the toolboxes to
wait in readiness on the anvils. The enthusiasm to make an impression on the 38mm
round 4140 bar saw several requests to try out
Brent's 2kg hammer. It was, however, soon
surrendered when the weight began to take its
toll on unfamiliar muscles. Strikers were a

Punching the handle hole in
the cross peen hammerhead
at the Toolmaking workshop.
Photo by Graham Moyses.

popular alternative with many of the group,
as well as Alan and Brent rotating around the
anvils. Perseverance won out, with the majority
of hammerheads being close to completion by
the end of the day. The celebratory dinner at
the local hotel saw a very weary group voting
for a quiet night of recovery to prepare for the
following morning.
Still keen for another hammer after completing the first one, some of the participants elected
to work on a Swedish pattern cross peen. The
project progressed quickly after Brent's demonstration, aided by the previous day's newfound
experience. He also demonstrated his stylish
centre-punch, and those who were "all ham-

SECOND EDITION

by Randy McDaniel

CONTAcT US FOR
A cOMPLETE cATALOG
AND RETAIL DIScOUNTS

CHESTER BOOK CO.
Phone: (800) 858-8515
Fax: (952) 938-7353
www.chesterbookco.com

irtually every task
beginning and
intermediate
blacksmiths must
master is presented in
this excellent book. Over
400 detailed
drawings help increase
comprehension levels.
This is a reference
manual that will be
found lying open on the
workbench more often
than found on the
bookshelf and is highly
recommended to
anyone swinging a
hammer to shape hot
metal. 184 pages, 2004,
paperbound
ISBN: 0-9662589-1-6
Order Number: CB1776 	
$25.00 each
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NC Whisper Low Boy

Brent Bailey preparing a pattern-welded billet.
Photo by Colin Dray

Brent using the v-cutter in the pattern welding demonstration. Photo by Graham Moyses

Completed project from the Toolmaking workshop.
Photo by Helen Ball

mered out" were delighted to add the pyramid
design with square tapers at both ends to their
toolboxes.
After lunch on the last day depleted energy
levels and continuing hot conditions gave rise
to a popular idea for Brent to work while everyone else watched. Pattern-welding easily won
the vote for a suitable project. Brent elected to
demonstrate a star pattern mosaic, interweaving 12 layers of mild steel with bandsaw blade
which has a high nickel content. The resulting
solid billet was squared up and then cut in half
for two identical pieces. In the meantime Alan
diagonally sliced a piece of 20mm square bar
and with the apexes facing each other, attached
the two triangular pieces to a looped handle
to make a spring cutter. Holding each red-hot

billet in the cutter, Brent hammered it through
to obtain two triangular billets with the layers
running vertically to the apex. After hammering
each of these into a V-shaped swage to ensure
that all pieces were identical, the four were reassembled with the layers of the top and bottom
triangles running at right angles to those of the
sides. Forge-welding all together again formed
the radiating pattern to delight the entranced
audience.
Even with the barrage of questions from the
onlookers, Brent's expertise saw this project
completed in good time. He then made light
work of forging a simple but elegant bracelet
from thin flat bar coiled, flattened and then
unraveled to be hammered out coil by coil. For
encore performances he forged steak turner and

fork ends for those who had missed the barbecue utensil workshop. Although everyone was
reluctant to see the fire extinguished, "Time" had
to finally be called on another very successful
Hot Iron Muster.
In summing up the event from his perspective,
Brent commended Alan for his efforts to give the
Australian blacksmithing community access to
international resources. "My visit to Australia
has exceeded even my highest expectations," he
said. "I strongly encourage my fellow smiths to
take the opportunity to travel down under for a
great and rewarding experience." 

• Rapid recovery time for
quick turn-around
• Ideal for knife makers
and smithing procedures
•Uses 4 - 6 lbs of propane
per hour

• Three-burner forge
• Low profile/Open end ports
• 3"H x 9"D x 12"W Firebox
• 2" x 3" Bar stock ports
• Weight = 60 lbs.

Gas-Fired Blacksmith Forges
• Exclusive, high-efficiency burners • Uniform Heat... Self-regulating to 2350˚
• Quick recovery... heats and reheats metal very quickly
• Flexible...rear bar stock door allows heating sections of bar stock (optional on some models)
• Fuel of choice...comes fitted for propane but may be configured for natural gas
• Transportable...light weight and quick cooling • Push-button ignition
• Hose, gauge and regulator included • No blower required
• Quality assured...we stand behind our products

NC Whisper Daddy
Model #2
• Three-burner forge
• 6"H x 9"D x 12"W Firebox
• 2" x 3" Rear bar stock door
• 3" x 4" opening in door
• Also available with open
end port

• This unit works well for
production of larger
objects or when a large
number of small parts need
to be heated at one time.

NC Tool Company, Inc.
6133 Hunt Road
Pleasant Garden, NC 27313
1-800-446-6498
Visit our web site at: www.nctoolco.com
Write or call for a free catalog
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Zimmerman, Minnesota

BOB FREDELL

5000 Products...

These are photos of a chandelier I made. The vital statistics are as follows: Materials used were 16-gauge sheet iron and pure iron bar stock. The
finish is sheet iron heated to a bubbly surface, and high areas were sanded
with 80-grit emery cloth, coated with a boiled linseed oil and turpentine
mixture, then heated in the oven at 350 degrees for 15 minutes. Finished
with a paste wax. Diameter is 18".
Even though I made the chandelier and the design is essentially mine, I
would like to give credit to those persons who made the design suggestions.
Those suggestions were offered by: George Dixon, Curt Engstrom, Tom
Latané, Bob Walsh and John Yust. 

3 Locations...

One Goal...

Same Day Shipping.

4600 Sheila St. Commerce, CA 90040
9611 East Interstate 30 Dallas, TX 75228
3131 Washington Blvd. Baltimore, MD 21230

800-542-2379
www.kingmetals.com

TOM CLARK’S

Ozark School of Blacksmithing, Inc.

Tom Tongs are here!
22 different designs, 138 different sizes.

Ozark Pattern Anvil 265 lbs.
$1500. $2000 with stand, tool tray,
bending fork and hardy.
The Balanced Hand Hammer
$100. Weights ranging from 1.5-3 lbs.
100% hand-forged quality
Heavy-duty 6" post vise.
$250. $400 w/heavy-duty
stand and work plate.

SSM-50

110-lb. Pneumatic Forging Hammer
$7995 complete with base,
combination drawing and flat dies.
This hammer has unbeatable control!

Ozark School of Blacksmithing, Inc.
HC 87 - Box 5780 • Potosi, Missouri 63664
Phone: 573/438-4725 • Fax: 573/438-8483 • E-mail: ozarksch@therural.net
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Base brackets are of 3/16" X 1"
steel with end flare or scroll

Stems and branches of 1/2"
forged steel

Leaf stems are 1/16" brass

set of bookshelves on the wall above a staircase seemed
like an easy “honey-do" project. A quick trip to the discount store, screw in the rails and pop in the brackets, job
finished–not quite. She wanted "simple" hand-wrought brackets
with a swirl or two, and would a leaf be too difficult to attach?
Years passed and the inevitable meaningful discussions ensued
each time she stumbled over the boxes of books. Several designs
were discussed and discarded. In a snit I went to the shop and
proceeded to build bookshelves, not copying someone else, but
my way!
A six-foot seven-inch span and standard studs in the wall
resulted in six brackets for each of the four shelves. They were
designed to both support the shelf and to act as bookends for the
shelf below. Art books are often oversized so two shelves are
12" wide and the other two are 10". The brackets determined
the vertical spacing, roughly 12". Each shelf features different
foliage. As I completed each, my sense of adventure increased,
causing me to look for more interesting models to reproduce. The
first set was entirely of steel. The final set completed was the birch
branches. The branches are of steel, the leaves of copper, and the
leaf stems are brass.
Leaves were repousséd and chased and the stems welded and
filed. Leaf parts and stems were brazed together. Completed brackets were flame finished and coated with a wax finish while still
warm. Shelves were made of birch plywood with oak edge trim
and a varathane finish. Mounting screws were brass round-headed
wood screws.
The project was a huge success and resulted in an additional
smaller and less elaborate set of shelves in another location My
wife is still finding blacksmith books scattered about the house!
Where do I put the next set of shelves? 

Large maple
leaves are 5"
X 6" repousse’
and chased steel

C O M P O S E D

A

Will Hightower
Sterling, alaska

W E L L

Bookshelves

F E A T U R E S

honey-do

Large birch leaves
are 2" X 2 1/2"
repousse’ and
chased copper

the quarterly voice of the British Artist Blacksmiths Association
subscribe or become a member
www.baba.org.uk

Acanthus leaves are repousséd
and chased, copper and steel

DecorativeIron.com

,
We’r e a d d i n g i t e m s
10600 Telephone Road

•

Houston, Texas 77075

•

1.888.380.9278

Center shelf brackets were left without leaves to
avoid damage to books.
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International Report

Blacksmithing in Yorubaland

The town of Modakeke, Nigeria.

By Caleb Kullman,
Kullman Architectural Blacksmithing,
Fort Collins, Colorado

In 2002 I was fortunate enough
to spend eight months conducting anthropological field work
among Yoruba blacksmiths in

southwestern Nigeria as a U.S.
Fullbright Scholar. I conducted
this research as part of a master’s
degree in anthropology, which I
am currently pursuing at Colorado State University. I chose to
carry out research among Yoruba
smiths because of my interest in the
African ironworking tradition but
also because historically, Yoruba
blacksmiths, along with hunters
and warriors, have been the primary worshippers of Ogun, the
Yoruba god of iron and warfare.
While practicing traditional Yoruba religion, these blacksmiths are
also devout Christians or Muslims.
The general focus of my ongoing
research is the blending of world
religions, such as Christianity and
Islam in their various forms, with
traditional Yoruba religion.

Nigeria is known as the "giant
of Africa." With a population of
between 125 and 135 million people, depending on whom you ask, it
is Africa’s most populous country.
It is also one of the world’s poorest,
with a per-capita yearly income
of only $290.00. In addition to
being populous and poor, Nigeria
is a very ethnically diverse country
with over 250 languages spoken
by various ethnic groups. Because
Nigeria was a British colony until
it gained independence in 1960,
English is the official language.
The Yoruba are the largest ethnic
group in sub-Saharan Africa and
the largest single group in Nigeria, with over 30 million people
identifying themselves as Yoruba.
Geographically, Yorubaland occupies the southwestern portion of

Nigeria, from the Gulf of Guinea
north and east to the River Niger.
During my stay, I lived in a small
town called Modakeke, which is
near the larger town of Ile-Ife, in
Osun state. Ife is considered by the
Yoruba to be the point where the
gods first descended to earth from
heaven and is thus the cosmological center of the world, the place
where civilization began. Today Ife
(which is about 100 miles northeast of Lagos, the largest city in
Nigeria and in sub-Saharan Africa)
is a city of about 250,000 people
and is home to one of the most
prestigious universities in Nigeria.
Despite many modern changes,
there are still many blacksmiths
operating in the town and in outlying villages.

Yoruba
Blacksmithing

The blacksmiths with whom I
spent most of my time primarily
produced agricultural hand tools,

Richmond, Kentucky
July 7-11, 2004

Forging on a finishing anvil.

which they sold directly to customers at their forges and at local
markets. The agricultural sector of
this part of Nigeria is composed of
two primary components – small
scale subsistence farming on small
plots cut out of the forest, and
larger scale plantation agriculture
in which cocoa, palm oil and citrus
fruits are the primary products. The
blacksmiths produced tools that
farmers use in these activities such
as hoes, machetes, sickles for har-

The 2004 ABANA Conference will take place
on the beautiful campus of Eastern Kentucky
University (EKU), in Richmond, Kentucky. The
conference will formally begin with the Opening
Ceremony on Wednesday evening July 7, 2004.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday will be jampacked with forging demonstrations, classroom
activities, galleries, family programs, vendor
activities, tailgating sales, the Saturday ABANA
Auction, a membership meeting and of course
time to visit and plan for the future. Your
comments and suggestions regarding the 2004
ABANA Conference are welcome. Please address
them to davekoenig@abana.org

www.kayneandson.com
Worlds Finest Blacksmithing
Tools and Equipment
Best Prices
Sold By Experienced Blacksmiths

Fly Press

Quality Industrial Supplies Since 1967!

Peddinghaus
2 Horn Anvils

Forgemaster
Gas Forges

OFF CENTER TOOL CO.
Kayne and Son
Custom Hardware, Inc.

100 Daniel Ridge Rd - Dept AR
Candler NC 28715
(828) 667-8868 or 665-1988
fax (828) 665-8303

Two Sizes

• Solid Cast 4340
Alloy St.
• Fifth Leg
•UpsettingBlock
• Side Face

• 425 lbs - 1 1/4" Hardy
• 250 lbs - 1 1/8" Hardy

Made in
USA

Call or Write 307.733.7668
307.859.8827 fax

RAT HOLE FORGE • BOX 351 •
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Bandsaw Blades
••Sanding
Discs
Tools
••Air
Sanding Belts
Wheels
••Grinding
Flap Discs
Wheels
••Flap
Cut-off Wheels
Tools
••Cutting
Bench Wheels
•Wire Brushes

Call us for information or to place an order
PHONE: 800-328-4560
FAX: 800-553-7224

LOCAL: 763-535-2403 FAX: 763-535-2708
E-MAIL: zsparky@aol.com
Minneapolis, MN 55429

Send or fax us a drawing. It's that simple!
Ornamental Hardware • Custom Metal Parts
Art Objects • Custom Grilles • Signs and Letters

1 1 7 Dav id B iddl e T r a i l , W e av e r v i l l e , N C 2 8 7 8 7
E-MAIL: laserdesign@charter.net FAX: 828-645-2128 PHONE: 800-635-2596
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International Report
vesting cocoa, axes for chopping
wood and for pruning oil palms,
knives and small rodent traps.
Yoruba smiths work in much the
same way today as was reported
by early European explorers to the
area hundreds of years ago. They
forge heavy stock over large stone
anvils they refer to as "Ogun."

Making an offering to Ogun of palm
oil, palm wine, salt, roasted yam and
kola nuts. The stone "Ogun" is the
shrine itself, upon which the offerings
are poured.

They believe the power of Ogun
resides in the stones. Many of the
shops have been in their present
locations for generations and the
stones gathered by the grandfathers or great-grandfathers of the
current occupants, still in use,
are polished by years of forging
steel. If a smith wants to replace
a cracked or worn-out stone, he
must perform a series of rituals so
that Ogun can lead him to a proper
replacement stone in the bush and
bless the new anvil.
The smiths perform lighter finishing work over a small steel anvil,
usually an old truck axle set vertically in a stump in the ground, with
the large disc portion set about 16
inches off the ground. The smith
usually sits on a small stool while
tending the fire and working at the
finishing anvil. An assistant, many
times a son of the smith, helps by
pumping the skin-covered wooden

bellows. In the area surrounding
Ife and Modakeke, where farmers produce a lot of palm oil, the
blacksmiths burn a charcoal made
from palm kernel shells, which are
in plentiful supply. In other areas
of Nigeria where palm oil is not
produced in such quantity, the
smiths use hardwood charcoal to
fire their forges. Most of the smiths
use traditional hammers, which are
club-style and solid steel, for most
of the work. They typically have
several sizes ranging from small
planishing hammers to heavy
sledges, which they use for different operations. They use tongs,
punches and chisels, which are
very similar to our own modern,
western tools. Scrap steel from
automobiles is the primary source
of raw material for the smiths and
most smiths have a good working
knowledge of what types of car
parts make good tools.

Forging an axe for splitting wood.
The men in the background are running the bellows when the iron is
in the fire. The bellows are set into
the ground behind the clay fire wall,
which serves to protect the bellows
operator from the heat of the fire at
its base.

Ogun Worship
One of the most interesting
aspects of the lives of the blacksmiths are their religious beliefs.
Unlike in the US and Europe, where
participation in world religions is

An assortment of implements for sale
outside a shop in Ife. Cocoa harvesting sickles are hanging from the rafters. Sitting on the bench are various
knives and other small implements,
and hoes are arranged on the ground.

waning, religion is still a central part
of life in Nigeria today and people
are very devout believers. This is
certainly true among the Yoruba
smiths. I spent time with Christian
smiths of various denominations
and with Muslim smiths. Despite

being participants in a world religion, all of the smiths also practice
some form of traditional worship
to Ogun and/or other Yoruba deities (the Yoruba pantheon consists
of approximately 401 orisa, or deities). When I asked them how they
could practice more than one religion, they generally replied that
they had been born into a family of
smiths that had always worshipped
Ogun and how were they supposed
to stop? Our western practice of
monotheism, which excludes all
other forms of "pagan" worship,
is certainly not practiced in Nigeria. The blacksmiths’ shops have
small altars to Ogun, upon which
the smiths make offerings on a
regular basis - sometimes daily or
weekly, depending on the smith.
These offerings usually consist of a
sprinkle of salt, a few drops of palm
oil or palm wine, roasted yam and
kola nut. Once a year, the smiths

have a large celebration in which
they give larger offerings to Ogun.
I was able to attend two of these
larger celebrations at two different
shops. These yearly celebrations
include extended family members,
who often travel long distances to
make offerings to their god and
celebrate with family.
Ogun is a powerful god in Yor-

ubaland, often associated with
warfare and violence, in addition
to iron and blacksmithing. But he
is also associated with progress,
technology, and prosperity. If a
person is having trouble at work,
is poor and cannot get out of debt,
or is planning a long journey, they
will often go to see a babalawo,
or sorcerer, to ask for a blessing.

One of the larger shops I visited. It had 18 forging stations.

Little Giant
Mayer Bros.

Factory Power Hammer
Replacement Parts

“we make satisfied customers”
Used power hammers
reconditioned and ready for use

Wheelwright’s tools

NOW
AVAILABLE:
Crucible S-1
Atha Pneu
3/4”, 5/8”, 1”
2-foot lengths

Hard-to-find blacksmith tools
Anvils of all types and sizes
Rare and out-of-print books on
blacksmithing & metalwork
we buy, sell

& trade

call today:

(302) 539-6274 or 539-5344
Bill Gichner
Ocean View, DE 19970
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We can do repairs on any or all
components of your
Little Giant front assembly.
Call for details.
Call or write for new parts list

Little Giant
h. “sid” suedmeier
420 4th corso
nebraska city, NE 68410
402/873-6603
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International
Report
Often, as part of the blessing process, the babalawo will tell the
individual to make an offering to
Ogun, among other things. As a
result, people often come to the
Ogun shrine in their local blacksmith shop to ask Ogun for assistance in matters such as asking for
a pay raise or promotion at work,
or for safe travel, free from automobile accidents. The shrines to
Ogun in the blacksmith shops are
the primary places where people in
the community make such offerings to Ogun.
Some research has shown that
many African ethnic groups
believe that smiths have control over supernatural forces and
magic. This is certainly true in
Yorubaland, where belief in magic
and sorcery is still widespread, and
where smiths do indeed have great
power. Most of the smiths still have
a staff of Ogun - usually made of

brass and iron or just iron – a figure
of a blacksmith on top of a short
fire rake. This is the most powerful
symbol of the Yoruba blacksmith.
It protects the smith from evil but
can also be used as a messenger
for the smith. If someone angers
a smith, the smith can magically
send the messenger staff to warn
that individual of the dissatisfaction. The smiths also have smaller,
less potent charms, such as a calabash filled with scaled-down versions of the implements that the
followers of Ogun use, including
a blacksmith’s hammer, a carpenter’s adze, a hunter’s knife and a
circumciser’s scalpel — all infused
with the power of Ogun — powerful
protection against witches and evil
spells for the blacksmith.
The communal respect for the
blacksmith’s power is proven at
the end of each day, when the
smiths hang up their bellows in

The author with blacksmiths and their families at an annual celebration and
offering to Ogun.

their open-air shops and neatly
collect their tools, placing them
into an unlocked wooden box and
then leave them there, unsecured.
Each morning they return to find
the tools right where they left
them. In a place such as Nigeria,
where people are desperately poor
and crime is rampant, the fact that
the blacksmiths’ tools are never
disturbed is a powerful statement

about the respect they receive in
the community. The local babalawos also ask the smiths to make
various small charms out of steel,
which the babalawos utilize in
their practices. In addition, the
forging process is believed to
release the power of Ogun, which
the blacksmith is then able to collect. I once saw a blacksmith treating a young woman who had been

Carving wooden handles for knives, hoes and axes is a large portion of the
blacksmiths’ daily tasks.

bitten by another woman during
a fight. She came to the blacksmith to have him make a poultice
from some herbs, using the scale
from the forged iron on the floor
of the shop, and the water from
the quench tub – these items are
imbued with the power of Ogun.
The woman trusted the smith to
provide her with a poultice that
would utilize Ogun’s power to
protect her from any sorcery that
could have been transferred with

the bite.
I found the blacksmiths to be
suspicious of me at first, but then
very open once a mutual trust
was established. They are unfortunately very poor as are most
"traditional" Yorubas in Nigeria
(i.e., without higher education and
civil service jobs). The agricultural
sector of the Nigerian economy
has been greatly neglected by the
corrupt government since the discovery of oil in the Niger River

Delta in the 1950s. This has hurt
the blacksmiths because fewer
and fewer people are farming
and buying tools. Fortunately, I
found that most people who were
farming still preferred to buy tools
made by local smiths rather than
imports from abroad because of
the power of Ogun imparted by
the smith during their manufacture. Despite the differences in
language, culture, history, and

living standard, the daily activities the Yoruba smiths engaged in
were quite similar to blacksmithing practices in the US. In such a
foreign land, this familiarity was
comforting for me during my stay.
The language of forging iron is
truly universal. 

An assortment of hoes for sale before being hafted onto handles.

TOUCHSTONE
Center for Crafts
F a r m i n g t o n , PA

2004 BLACKSMITH INSTRUCTORS
Jody
Best
Bob
Becker
Michael
Bendele
Tal Harris
Jody
Best
Gerry Darnell
Jerry Darnell
Glenn
Horr
Bob
Elliott
Bob Rupert

Maiorana
BillMarc
Fiorini
Glenn
Horr
Marty
Reisig
Alice
James
Ray Rybar
John Medwedeff
Walter
Scadden
John
Pollins
Gardner
NolGlen
Putnam

BillRais
Fiorini
John
Michael
Saari
Roberta
Elliott
Walt
Scadden
Bob Becker
Richard Shepard
Michael
Rick
SmithSaari
Bob Elliott

Located in the beautiful Laurel Highlands of
Southwestern Pennsylvania
Week-long & weekend courses offered
Food & lodging available
For more information call:
1-800-721-0177 or 724-329-1370
www.touchstonecrafts.com

Home of the Hart Moore Blacksmith Museum
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Gas Burners for Forges,
Furnaces, & Kilns
Written and Illustrated by Michael Porter.
ISBN 1879535203. Paperback, with 216
pages and 111 illustrations by the author.
Order through Bookmasters,
1/800-247-6553 or on the web at www.
skipjackpress.com. $19.95 plus shipping and
handling. Reviewed by David Wilson, Metalworking Associate CoordinatorReviewers
Consortium, Dallas, Texas

S

ome gas forge designs that have been
available for several years were mostly
reconstructions of store-bought equipment or complicated and time-consuming
projects. Recently, however, many inventive
people have refined homemade gas forges into
an efficient tool for blacksmiths. The Internet
has facilitated the "build a better mousetrap"
approach with countless people contributing to
contemporary gas forge construction. Fortunately, through Gas Burners
for Forges, Furnaces, & Kilns, a consolidation of these efforts is funneled
into a very fine and well-tuned forge. And the forges may be built with
basic skills.

Ideally, any fabrication of gas forges
should begin with a discussion about
safety. And it does so here with excellent
instruction about propane tanks and tool
safety. The designs are for atmospheric
burners using propane for fuel. Four
sizes of burners are beautifully detailed,
including 1/2", 3/4", 1" and 1 1/4" sizes.
To add to the function, the Advanced
Options section in this edition should
optimize fuel usage, allowing more cost
savings. A very detailed material and
tool list accompanies all designs with
wonderful directions.
The actual forges are built from
propane bottles. But these include a
full bottle, a clamshell for farrier use,
and a furnace for foundry, pottery
or glass work. Construction details
include insulation, fabrication of
doors, legs and carrying handle. Externally, the valve system design
and a unique, insulated forge cart design are also shown.
Michael Porter's fine illustrations match his excellent writing style. This
shows through in the Dedication... to the future of the arts and crafts,
allowing a forge for the people. Gas Burners for Forges, Furnaces, & Kilns

Your source…
for Improved
Power Hammer
Productivity & Efficiency
• Remote foot pedals
• Self-locking wedges
• Quick change die conversions
• More hammer-specific
& custom applications.

Lander Tool & Die
18023 Shake Ridge Rd.

209-296-6471
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Demonstrators at The
2004 ABANA Conference:
Michele Bendele - Delphos, Ohio, USA
Joseph Bonifas - Spencerville, Ohio, USA
Wendell Broussard - Smithville, Texas, USA
Daniel Cerny - Czech Republic
Terence Clark & Peter Parkinson - England
Steve Dunn - Smiths Grove, Kentucky, USA
Mindy Gardner - Farmer City, Illinois, USA
Willem Jonkers III - The Netherlands
Darryl Nelson - Eatonville, Washington, USA
Jouko Nieminen - Finland
Doug Wilson - Little Deer Isle, Maine, USA
Patient Order of Meticulous
Metalsmiths - USA - include:
Keep checking the ABANA website: www.abana.org
Tina Chisena
for new conference developments. Things are going to
Kevin Clancy
start moving faster in the coming months. This will
Carl Close, Jr.
be the first place to learn who will be demonstrating,
Tom Latané
what is planned for the classrooms and family proMicharl
McCarthy
grams and how to get involved as a volunteer, vendor
Peter
Renzetti
and/or tailgater. See you in Richmond!
Paul Spaulding
Nigel Tudor

ATTENTION
ABANA
MEMBERS!
A Call For Metal

This is an invitation to all ABANA members who wish to submit metalwork for exhibition in one of
two galleries at the 2004 ABANA Conference as well as donate examples of your work, tools and blacksmith-related items for three fund-raising events during the conference: the daily silent auctions, the live
auction and Iron-In-The-Hat. All funds raised during the silent and live auctions will go into ABANA’s
general fund. All funds raised with Iron-In-The-Hat will go into ABANA’s Scholarship Fund.

Members’ Exhibitions

The 2004 ABANA Conference, to be held
on the campus of Eastern Kentucky University
(EKU) in Richmond, Kentucky, will feature two
separate venues for the exhibition of members’
work. One venue will be formal, the other informal. The formal 2004 exhibition of ABANA
members’ work is entitled Overview:
Works from the ABANA Membership,"
and will be presented at EKU’s Giles
Gallery, a beautiful 2,500 square foot
two-level setting. The Walk-In-Gallery,
the more informal setting for ABANA
members’ work, will be presented in
the Perkins Building.

• Contributors to "Overview: Works From
the ABANA Membership," are encouraged to
volunteer a maximum of two hours of their
time in the gallery for the purpose of hosting
and sharing information about the exhibition
with the ABANA membership and the public.
This kind of participation augments ABANA’s
ongoing mission of promoting quality blacksmithing.

Overview:

“Works From the ABANA Membership"
ABANA members who wish to have their
work exhibited in a professional manner at
the Giles Gallery will please read and agree to
the following:
• All work must be sent to the EKU address
listed below and be received on or between
JUNE 21- JULY 2, 2004. No late shipments are
accepted for exhibition!
TO:
EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
EKU CONTINUING EDUCATION
AND OUTREACH
ATTENTION:
ABANA CONFERENCE EXHIBITIONS
521 LANCASTER AVENUE
RICHMOND, KY 40475-3102
• Included with the shipped work must be two
copies of an information sheet about the work
which contains the following; artist's name,
title of work, year, techniques and materials used, and complete shipping address for
returns.
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• Each contributor is responsible
for the shipping costs of his/her work
to and from the exhibition. Contributors may retrieve their work from
the Giles Gallery Sunday morning,
July 11, 2004. Items not
retrieved on July 11 will
be shipped by Elizabeth
Brim, Exhibitions Chairperson, from Richmond
July 13, 2004 via UPS
ground / freight collect
(COD).

Size restrictions
are as follows:
The maximum weight is 150 pounds (US);
The maximum size is 130 inches total
girth.
To calculate maximum size, calculate
the length + width x 2 + height x 2.

members who offer submissions at the time
of registration. These items must be retrieved
by the owner no later than Sunday, July 11,
2004.

AUCTION EVENTS

Silent & Live Auction Donations
The conference auctions are critical fundraising events for ABANA. Tim Ryan is in
charge of these events at the 2004 Conference
and is inviting all members to donate examples
of their work, tools or smithing-related items
to ABANA. Tim and his crew will make every
effort to get the highest price for your donation through either the silent auctions or the
live auction. The live auction is scheduled to
begin at 4:00 PM Saturday afternoon, July10,
2004. Auction items can be donated during
registration or during the Conference.

IRON-IN-THE-HAT

This year’s ABANA Conference will once
again feature Iron-in-the-Hat. Please consider
bringing an item for donation to this worthwhile event. All proceeds benefit the ABANA
Scholarship Fund. Please donate Iron-In-TheHat items at the time of registration in the
Perkins Building.
Look for more details about the 2004 Confer-

• While "Overview: Works From the ABANA
Membership" is not a juried exhibition, Elizabeth Brim will have the final decision concerning the display of the work based on size and
space considerations.

“Walk-In-Gallery"

The informal Walk-in gallery will be located
in the Perkins Building near the registration
area. This exhibition is open to all ABANA
Spring 2004 | Anvil’s Ring
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Calendar

Alfred Habermann
Workshop
June 28th-July 2nd

A Conference Educational Opportunity
The Ozark School is looking for 12 blacksmiths
to produce an Alfred Habermann-designed project
with Habermann himself the week of June 28 - July
2, 2004. From this class, four to six people will
be chosen to reproduce this item at the ABANA
Conference in the Ozark School trade show area for
the ABANA auction.
Alfred's daughter Kristana will also be holding a
repousse class June 28 - July 2 at the Ozark School
of Blacksmithing.
Tom Clark / Ozark School of Blacksmithing,
Potosi, Missouri
573/438-4725 - phone
573/438-8483 - fax
ozarksch@therural.net - e-mail

May 15 - 16

June 26 - 27

Upper Midwest Blacksmiths Association
Spring Conference. Haverhill, IA. John
Biewer 847/746-2470.

Berkshire Blacksmiths's 10th Annual
Age of Iron at Hancock Shaker Village,
Pittsfield, MA. Jim Stapleford 845/6578212. E-mail: spin-smythe@worldnet.
att.net.

May 15 - 16
Blacksmith Guild of Central Maryland’s
Blacksmith Days with demonstrators
Clay Spencer and Rob Hudson. Carroll
County Farm Museum, Westminster,
MD. Bill Clemens 570/568-2158. E-mail:
newky2@ceinetworks.com.

May 28 - 30
Northwest Blacksmiths Association
25th Anniversary Spring Conference
with demonstrators Jouko Nieminen,
Jarmo Anttila (both from Finland),
Arnon Kartmazov, Jerry Culberson and
David Tuthill. Enumclaw, WA. Terry
Carson, president, 253/847-3235. E-mail:
tlcforge@aol.com.

July 1 - 4
Mountain State Art & Craft Fair, Ripley,
WV. Fine art, blacksmithing, metal sculpture, jewelry folk art and more. 304/372FAIR. E-mail: info@cedarlakes.com. Web
site: www.cedarlakes.com.

July 7 - 11
ABANA Conference: Design & Build
2004. Eastern Kentucky University
Campus, Richmond, KY. See ABANA web
site for demonstrators and further information: www.abana.org.

July 18 - September 19

Blacksmith clinic with Gordon Williams
at PIEH Tool Co. Camp Verde, AZ cosponsored by Arizona State Farriers Assn.
928/554-0700. www.piehtoolco.com

A Work In Progress Continues: Hanging
Out at the Metal Museum. The National
Ornamental Metal Museum continues the
celebration of its 25 years with a juried
exhibit of work by metal artists. 901/7746380. See web site: www:metalmuseum.org.

June 12

September 5 - 11

Blacksmith Day with Brad Silberberg,
Kinzer, PA. Mark Zagursky 717/657-5795.

Women’s Welding Workshop & Retreat.
Taos, NM. De-mystify metal! Contact
Christina Sporrong 505/770-1006. E-mail:
spitfire4rg@yahoo.com. See web site:
www.spitfireforge.com.

June 5

Go to www.abana.org for latest updates.

Educational Opportunities
For additional listings,
go to www.abana.org
May 16 - 22

School, Brasstown, NC. 1-800/FOLK-SCH.
See web site: www.folkschool.org.

E-mail: tcc@hhs.net. Web site: www.
touchstonecrafts.com.

haystack@haystack-mtn.org. Web site:
www.haystack-mtn.org.

May 28 - 30

June 4 - 6

June 7 - 11

Blacksmithing: Beginning and
Intermediate with Susan Hutchinson.
John C. Campbell Folk School,
Brasstown, NC. 1-800/FOLK-SCH. See
web site: www.folkschool.org.

Sheet Forming, Scrap Hunting with
Maegan Crowley. Joinery techniques,
pattern development, repoussé, chasing
and more. Peters Valley Craft Center,
Layton, NJ. 973/948-5200. E-mail: pv@
warwick.net. Web site: www.pvcrafts.org.

Women’s Intensive: Welding with Pat
Bennett and Alison Safford. Snow
Farm: The New England Craft Program,
Williamsburg, MA. 413/268-3101. E-mail:
info@snowfarm-art.org.

Blow it Up! with Elizabeth Brim. All skill
levels. Appalachian Center for Crafts,
Smithville, TN. 615/597-6801. E-mail:
craftcenter@tntech.edu.

June 4 - 7

June 7 - 12

Forge Welding with Charles Orlando.
New England School of Metalwork,
Auburn, Maine. 1-888/753-7502. E-mail:
dglaser@newenglandschoolofmetalwork.
com. See web site: www.newenglandschoolofmetalwork.com.

Traditional Joinery Methods for the Artist
Blacksmith with Tal Harris. Touchstone
Center for Crafts, Farmington, PA.1800/721-0177 or 714/329-1370. E-mail:
tcc@hhs.net. Web site: www.touchstonecrafts.com.

May 16 - 22
Jewelry Making with a Blacksmith’s
Touch with Don Witzler. John C.
Campbell Folk School, Brasstown, NC.
1-800/FOLK-SCH. See web site: www.
folkschool.org.

May 21 - 23

May 28 - 31
Flowers from Fire with Susan Madacsi.
New England School of Metalwork,
Auburn, Maine. 1-888/753-7502. E-mail:
dglaser@newenglandschoolofmetalwork.
com. See web site: www.newenglandschoolofmetalwork.com.

Buckle Down with Maegan Crowley. The
basic mechanics required to make a belt
buckle will be covered. Peters Valley Craft
Center, Layton, NJ. 973/948-5200. Email: pv@warwick.net.Web site: pvcrafts.
org.

May 29 - 31

May 21 - 23

May 30 - June 5

Blacksmithing for the Completely
Ignorant but Eager to Learn with Jody
Best. Touchstone Center for Crafts,
Farmington, PA.1-800/721-0177 or
714/329-1370. E-mail: tcc@hhs.net.

Bang on Iron with Doug Hendrickson.
John C. Campbell Folk School,
Brasstown, NC. 1-800/FOLK-SCH. See
web site: www.folkschool.org.

May 23 - 29
Basic to Intermediate Blacksmithing
with Don Witzler. John C. Campbell Folk

Welded Sculpture for Home & Garden
with Alison Safford. Snow Farm:
The New England Craft Program,
Williamsburg, MA. 413/268-3101. E-mail:
info@snowfarm-art.org.

June 1 - 5
Sporting Knives with Bob Rupert.
Touchstone Center for Crafts, Farmington,
PA.1-800/721-0177 or 714/329-1370.

June 4 - 9
Advanced Damascus Techniques/
Bladesmithing with J.D. Smith. Peters
Valley Craft Center, Layton, NJ. 973/9485200. E-mail: pv@warwick.net. Web site:
www.pvcrafts.org.

June 6 - 11
Light Up Your Life - Iron Lamps with
Rick Jay. John C. Campbell Folk School,
Brasstown, NC. 1-800/FOLK-SCH. See
web site: www.folkschool.org.

June 6 - 18
Professional Development for
Blacksmiths with Douglas Wilson.
Haystack Mountain School of Crafts,
Deer Isle, Maine. 207/348-2306. E-mail:

June 11 - 12
Basic and General Forge Work for
Beginners with Bob Oakes. The Cold
Hanworth Forge & Blacksmithing
School. Forge at Alvingham near Louth,
Lincolnshire, England. E-mail: boboakes@teachblacksmithing.com.

June 11 - 13
Toolmaking with Gavin Harris. John C.
Campbell Folk School, Brasstown, NC.
1-800/FOLK-SCH. See web site: www.
folkschool.org.

Go to www.abana.org
for latest updates.

Penland Iron
i

Summer 2004

May 30 – September 4
One- and two-week workshops
Topics include blacksmithing, iron and glass sculpture,
forged vessels, building hollow-form objects, forging
with mixed metals, and sheet construction.
Instructors:
Michael Bondi, Bill Brown, Jr., Sean Calyer, Maegan
Crowley, Marc Maiorana, John Rais, and Rick Smith
Visit www.penland.org for information or call for catalog.

5186 Longs Peak Rd #F, Berthoud, CO 80513

Penland School of Crafts
Celebrating our seventy-fifth anniversary

www.penland.org • 828-765-2359
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Classifieds
For Sale
For health reasons, Ray Davis will be accepting bids on the “Mile-Long Anvil" (5280 lbs.).
For pics and info email: fforge@dctexas.net or
mail to: Frontier Forge/Ray Davis, PO Box 383,
Frankston, TX 75763.

"MOVING METAL, The Art of Chasing and
Repoussé," by Adolph Steines. Translation,
Hardback, 131 pgs., 218 photos/drawings. ISBN
0-9707664-9-1. Prepaid: Blue Moon Press,
Huntingdon, PA 16652. 866/627-6922. $32.95
plus $3 S&H. E-mail: books@bluemoonpress.
org. Check, VISA/MC.

300# ChambersBurg Power Hammer
2-piece with 15hp 3-phase motor. 5” x 8" flat
dies. Excl. running condition. $15,000. Kyle
Connolly 734-761-1235.

How to rebuild a Nazel power hammer, a 1 1/2hour tape and information. $50, postpaid. Bob
Bergman, 608/527-2494.

Pieh Tool Company is now a dealer for
the Anyang 33, 88 and 165 lb. power
hammers as well as any other blacksmithing
tools...anvils, tongs, forges, hand tools, etc. Need
a little instruction in the art of the blacksmith?
Attend one of our classes. Camp Verde, Arizona.
www.piehtoolco.com 888/ PIEH TOOL or 928554-0700 See our ad on page 15.

Remote foot pedals, self-locking wedges, quickchange die conversions and more. Lander Tool
and Die is your source for improved power
hammer productivity and efficiency. Hammerspecific and custom applications. 209/2966471.

Lifetime collection - Several Little
Giant power hammers: 25#, 50#, 100#.
Also ring cones, wheelwright tools, blacksmith
vises, anvils, hand tools. Could deliver to 2004
ABANA Conf. in Kentucky 260/724-9618.

Books and Videos
"CHARLESTON IRONWORK, A Photographic
Study," by Charles N. Bayless. Photographs
listed by streets. Reprint, hardback, 9" x 11",
208 pgs., 295 photographs, ISBN 0-97076648-3. Prepaid: Blue Moon Press, Huntingdon,
PA 16652. 866/627-6922. $36.95 plus $4 S&H.
E-mail: books@bluemoonpress.org. Check,
VISA/MC.

Services

Inexpensive laser cutting. Up to 1"-thick steel,
3/4"-thick stainless steel, 1/2"-thick aluminum,
3/16" copper or bronze, and wood up to 3/4"
thick! Also custom blacksmithing, forging
classes and used equipment for sale. Dragonfly
Enterprises, Randy McDaniel, 3283 State Hill
Road, Sinking Spring, PA 19608. www.dragonfly4g.com.

CLASSIFIED POLICY
Ads are $20 each and are limited to 35 words
(six lines). Longer ads are $5 per line. Please
submit your classified ad, in writing, either
by e-mail: thering@sebastianpublishing.com,
by regular mail: Sebastian Publishing, P.O.
Box 1849, Georgetown, CA 95634 or by fax:
530/333-2689. 

Business & Small
Ranch for Sale:

A very successful business that has been in operation in
the Jackson Hole, Wyoming area over ten years. Sale includes all
equipment needed to operate a 2000 sq. ft. metal shop for black
smithing, fabrication and in home installations. Many innovative
ideas developed over the years will become the property of the
new owner. Training comes with business if desired. The business
sits on 10 acres, most newly fenced and irrigated for horses, cattle
or hay. A 2500 sq. ft. barn set up for horses or cattle, with elevated storage. Newly refurbished 800 sq. ft. greenhouse for your
vegetables. Bunkhouse sits at edge of wooded area and porch
overlooks seasonal Stewart Creek that would be great for guests
or an employee. Part of shaded yard is fenced for dogs. Wooden
walkway from drive to house passes goldfish pond and waterfall.
House is 1700 sq. ft. with new roof and added porch, new windows and doors. Bathrooms are newly remodeled; one with jetted
shower and tile floor and master bath with Jacuzzi tub, custom
stone tub/shower enclosure and slate floor.
Activities out the back door include: horseback riding, blue
ribbon trout streams, kayaking, canoeing, boating, bird hunting,
big game hunting, hiking, cross country skiing, four wheeling,
and snowmobiling. Within an hour’s drive downhill skiing and
white water rafting are also possible. The mountain views from
the property you will have to see to believe.
A great opportunity for the person who wants an established
business or that serious hobbyist who wants to build in metal and
have a great property all in one .

$690,000. Serious inquiries only!
Call Jordan at 307-883-8201

New England
School
of Metalwork
7 Albiston Way
Auburn, Maine 04210

Summer Workshops
John Rais - For
ging Sculpture:
On and Off
theWal
l, July 16 - 20
SteveYusko- Found,
Forged & Finished,
August 13 - 17
Derec
k Glaser - For
ging the
Acanthus Leaf,
August 20 - 23
Rick Smit
h -ToolMaking, Sept
ember 3 - 7

Visit our website for current dates and details
www.newenglandschoolofmetalw
ork.com

Call to re
gister or on-line
1-888-753-7502
Inquiries to:
dglaser@ne
wenglandschoolofmetalw
ork.com
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The right tools
to get the job…

education • networking • information

Join NOMMA Today!

Now is the time for you to join the organization which has been
representing the ornamental metalworking industry since 1958.

National Ornamental
& Miscellaneous Metals Association
(404) 363-4009 • Fax (404) 366-1852
www.nomma.org • nommainfo@nomma.org
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Abana Store • Abana Store • Abana Store • Abana Store • Abana Store
Qty.

Item & Description

Price Each

2002 ABANA Conference CD

Total Price

$10		

	337 images from five exhibitions and demonstrations held
during the Conference in La Crosse, WI. Photographs taken by
Sandy Andrews, ABANA Conference photographer, and Brian
Gilbert, editor of the Hammer’s Blow.

Gas Forge Plans

$20

R ecuperating gas forge plans donated by Robb Gunter and
Sandia Labs. Full-size blueprints included. 22 pgs, drawings/
photos

	Simple Air Hammer Plans

$12		

D onated by Ron Kinyon of Arizona. 30 pgs with photos and
illustrations

		
Total Sales Items
		
U.S. Shipping & Handling
U.S. Orders $0 - $20 $5.00
U.S. Orders $20 - $40 $6.00
U.S. Orders over $40 $8.00
		
Ohio residents add 7.25% sales tax
		 Georgia residents add 7.0% sales tax
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		Total Order $
For Orders to be shipped to Canada or Mexico: 1-2 items @$7.00; 3-4 items @
$9.00; 5 or more items please call for shipping prices:
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For Orders to be shipped overseas Add 50% of total sales to cover shipping

	Modified Treadle Hammer Plans

$7		

	Donated by Hans Peot of Ohio. Step-by-step plans,

overseas:

		

Overseas TOTAL Only $

20 pgs with 35 b/w photos

Pattern Cut-Out Device Plans

$7		

	Donated by Hans Peot of Ohio. How to build device and stand.
20 pgs, diagrams & photos

Index of Anvil’s Ring Issues

$10		
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Ship to: Name:
Street Address:
City/ State/ Zip:

SALES ORDER ADDRESS
MAIL, PHONE or FAX your order to:

Spiral bound, 128 pgs, 4000+ topics to reference back issues

	First Five Years

$25		

	Spiral-bound photocopies of The Anvil’s Ring early issues, Vol.
1#1 through Vol. 5#4

1998 Conference Demo Notebook

$10		

Demo handout and illustrations. 60 pgs

	The Anvil’s Ring Back issues

$5		

	Out-of-print issues are: Vol. 6#2; 6#4; 8#4; 9#1; 10#1; 10#2;
12#2; 14 #4; 15#3; 16#1; 16#2; 23#3 List issues here:
Best of the

Hammer’s Blow Back Issues $3		

	Out-of-print issues are: Vol. 1#1-4; 2#4; 3#2-4; 4#2,4; 5#1-4;
6#1-4; 7#1-2. List issues here:

BookMasters, Inc. • P.O. Box 388 • Ashland, OH 44805
Phone: 1-800/247-6553 • Fax: 419/281-6883
www.abana.org (click on ‘Abana Store’ to link to Book
Masters!)
Payment must be made in US funds with a check drawn on
a US bank. Checks written on a foreign account will not be
accepted.
MC or VISA#:
Exp. Date:

Day Phone #:

Best of the Hammer’s Blow - Vol. 1/$10		
	40 pgs of projects, tool configurations, tips, techniques, and
fundamental

	Coal Forge Handbook

$15.00

	Compiled by Stephen McGehee, 40 pages, heavily illustrated from a
variety of sources. Forge designs from a washtub to over a ton!
Qty. 	ABANA SS T-Shirts. Available in Black, Sand, Ash
Size

Price Each

Total Price

M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL
$15
	ABANA Long Sleeve T-Shirt / Stonewash Green
Size

Price Each

Price Each

M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL
	ABANA Ball Cap w/ Embroidered Logo

$30
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Item & Description

Price Each Member/Non Member

Total Price

Total Price

$15

Total Price

$60/$120

	Members on Disk

$105/$210

One-time leasing fee

	Member Labels

$105/$210

One-time leasing. 4 across

		Total Sales Items

$
$5.00

Georgia residents add 7.0% sales tax

		Total Order

For orders to be shipped overseas add 50% of total sales to cover shipping

Overseas TOTAL only:

One-time leasing fee, printout by zip or alpha order.

Shipping & Handling		

Black & Silver-Traditional Style
or Khaki & Charcoal-Relaxed Fit

Qty.

	Membership List

M, L, XL, XXL
$20
	ABANA Sweatshirt Zip Front / Black with purple logo
Size

ABANA Membership Lists

$

$

MAIL, PHONE or FAX your order
for Membership information items shown in this box only to:
ABANA • PO Box 816 • Farmington, GA 30638
Phone: 706/310-1030 • FAX: 706/769-7147
Payment must be made in US funds. Checks written on a foreign bank account will not
be accepted for “US funds” face value. Please call the ABANA office if this is your only
method of payment available.
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A b a n a Li b r a r y

T

he following video rentals are available for ABANA members only.
Rentals must be returned by mail no later than the 6th day of pos-

session. Please limit requests to 10 hrs of video time per order.
If you would like to receive a descriptive list of the video titles ask

1998 ABANA Conference: Fred CristContemporary Architectural Forgework

$10.00

1998 ABANA Conference: Hoss Haley-Vessels

$10.00

1998 ABANA Conference: Jim Batson-

for the free ABANA Library brochure by calling the Central Office

Hydraulic Press Forging of Knives

$10.00

(706) 310-1030 or visit www.abana.org and click on ‘Education’ to find

1998 ABANA Conference: Scott Lankton-Forging A Sword

$10.00

the descriptive list and order form.

1998 ABANA Conference: Tal HarrisContemporary Architectural Ironwork
1998 ABANA Conference: Brad Silberberg-

1998 ABANA Conference: Art Jones, 300-Pound Power Hammer

Texturing & Surface Detail

$10.00

$10.00

1998 ABANA Conference: Mike BooneContemporary Imagery & Traditional Joinery

$10.00

$10.00

Bob Bergman- Repoussé-Large Leaf

2 tapes/$15.00

$10.00

1998 ABANA Conference:

Blacksmith Seminar w/ Toby Hickman

Wendel Broussard- Repoussé and Tooling-Large Leaf

Blacksmith Workshop w/ Toby Hickman

$10.00

Blacksmithing: Old World, New World

$10.00

Uri Hofi-Hand and Power Hammer Forging

$10.00

Damascus-Bill Moran

$10.00

1992 ABANA Gallery Exhibit

$10.00

Donald Streeter Interview
Doug Hendrickson-Kitchen Iron

$10.00

Edward Martin Demo

$10.00

$10.00

& Fixtures

3 tapes/$15.00

1998 ABANA Conference: Art Jones-

European Festivals

$10.00

300-Pound Power Hammer Forging

European Masters

$10.00

$10.00

Forge Welding & Basket Making
$10.00

ORDER ADDRESS!
Video Title

Rental Total
Shipping & Handling
Orders $0 - $20
Orders $20 - $40
Orders Over $40
Minnesota residents add
6.5% sales tax
Georgia residents add
7.0% sales tax
Total Order

Rental Fee
$
$
$
$
$
$

w/ Dorothy Stiegler

$10.00

Forged Elegance-Cyril Colnik

$10.00

Forging Damascus Steel at Thomas Iron Works

$10.00

Forging Japanese Carpentry Tools

$10.00

Forging Stone-Cutting Tools

$10.00

Hardware w/ Jerry Darnell

4 tapes/$20.00

Jeff Mohr-Fireplace Equipment

2 tapes/$15.00

Ladish: Meeting the Aerospace Challenge
Lighting w/ Jerry Darnell

$
$
$

$10.00
3 tapes/$15.00

Making a Knife w/ Bill Moran

$10.00

Master Blacksmith, William Brady

$10.00

Power Hammer Forging w/ Clifton Ralph
$5.00
$6.00
$8.00

2 tapes/$10.00

Forge Welding w/ Bob Patrick

5 tapes/$25.00

Samuel Yellin’s Legacy:
The Story of a Metalworking Shop

$10.00

Shared Traditions

$10.00

The Complete Metalsmith w/ Tim McCreight

$10.00

The Work of Manfred Bredohl

$10.00

Tom Joyce Demonstration & Lecture

$10.00

Treadle Hammer Magic w/ Clay Spencer
Yellin Foundation Memorial Workshop
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$10.00
4 tapes/$20.00

Elmer Roush-Colonial American Hardware

Contemporary Forgework w/Press & Power Hammer
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$10.00
4 tapes/$20.00

1998 ABANA Conference:

1998 ABANA Conference: Brad Silberberg,

Mail to:

ABANA Comes of Age

4 tapes/$20.00

Aluminum Forging by Hand & Power Hammer

Day Phone #:

$10.00

Basic Blacksmithing Vol. 1 & 2 w/ Robb Gunter

1998 ABANA Conference: Jack Klahm-

Exp. Date:

$10.00

Architectural Iron w/ Walt Scadden

Albert Paley, Free-Form Power Hammer Work

MC or VISA#:

A Traditional Suite
A Water-Powered Smithy

1998 ABANA Conference:

1998 ABANA Conference:

Payment must be made in US funds with a check drawn on a US bank. Checks
written on a foreign account will not be accepted. We accept MasterCard, Visa,
American Express and Discover.

$10.00

Video Tapes
Forging Tape. 2 Night Demonstration

Fax credit card orders to:
ABANA CENTRAL OFFICE (706/769-7147) Or
Mail check orders to: ABANA Library • Fred McCluskey
15165 County Rd. 30 • Elk River, MN 55330
Make checks payable to ABANA
For inquiries, e-mail Fred: fredsforge@yahoo.com
Do not e-mail credit card Info

Abana
Membership

3 tapes/$15.00

Become an Abana Member!
MAIL TO:
Phone:
FAX:
E-mail:
Web Site:

PO Box 816
Farmington, GA 30638
706/310-1030
706/769-7147
abana@abana.org
www.abana.org

❑ American Express
Card #:
Exp. Date:

❑ MC

❑ VISA

❑ Discover

Signature
Day Phone #:
E-mail:
Name:
Street Address:
City:
State / Zip:
Regular Membership
❑ US
Senior Member (65+ yrs)
Full-time Student Member
Overseas
Public Library
Contributory Member

❑ Canada

$45.00 ❑
❑ Mexico
$40.00 ❑
$35.00 ❑
$65.00 ❑
$35.00 ❑
$100.00 ❑

More than one year may be paid by multiplying the dues by the number of years to pay in advance. Sorry, no discounts on multiple years.
		Membership Dues Total $_________

Payment must be made in US funds. Checks written on a foreign bank
account will not be accepted for “US funds” face value. Please call the
ABANA office if this is your only method of payment available.

$10.00
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Abana Library

T

he following video rentals are available for ABANA members only.
Rentals must be returned by mail no later than the 6th day of pos-

session. Please limit requests to 10 hrs of video time per order.
If you would like to receive a descriptive list of the video titles ask

1998 ABANA Conference: Fred CristContemporary Architectural Forgework

$10.00

1998 ABANA Conference: Hoss Haley-Vessels

$10.00

1998 ABANA Conference: Jim Batson-

for the free ABANA Library brochure by calling the Central Office

Hydraulic Press Forging of Knives

$10.00

(706) 310-1030 or visit www.abana.org and click on ‘Education’ to find

1998 ABANA Conference: Scott Lankton-Forging A Sword

$10.00

the descriptive list and order form.

1998 ABANA Conference: Tal HarrisContemporary Architectural Ironwork
1998 ABANA Conference: Brad Silberberg-

1998 ABANA Conference: Art Jones, 300-Pound Power Hammer

Texturing & Surface Detail

$10.00

$10.00

1998 ABANA Conference: Mike BooneContemporary Imagery & Traditional Joinery

$10.00

$10.00

Bob Bergman- Repoussé-Large Leaf

2 tapes/$15.00

$10.00

1998 ABANA Conference:

Blacksmith Seminar w/ Toby Hickman

Wendel Broussard- Repoussé and Tooling-Large Leaf

Blacksmith Workshop w/ Toby Hickman

$10.00

Blacksmithing: Old World, New World

$10.00

Uri Hofi-Hand and Power Hammer Forging

$10.00

Damascus-Bill Moran

$10.00

1992 ABANA Gallery Exhibit

$10.00

Donald Streeter Interview
Doug Hendrickson-Kitchen Iron

$10.00

Edward Martin Demo

$10.00

$10.00

& Fixtures

3 tapes/$15.00

1998 ABANA Conference: Art Jones-

European Festivals

$10.00

300-Pound Power Hammer Forging

European Masters

$10.00

$10.00

Forge Welding & Basket Making
$10.00

ORDER ADDRESS!
Video Title

Rental Total
Shipping & Handling
Orders $0 - $20
Orders $20 - $40
Orders Over $40
Minnesota residents add
6.5% sales tax
Georgia residents add
7.0% sales tax
Total Order

Rental Fee
$
$
$
$
$
$

w/ Dorothy Stiegler

$10.00

Forged Elegance-Cyril Colnik

$10.00

Forging Damascus Steel at Thomas Iron Works

$10.00

Forging Japanese Carpentry Tools

$10.00

Forging Stone-Cutting Tools

$10.00

Hardware w/ Jerry Darnell

4 tapes/$20.00

Jeff Mohr-Fireplace Equipment

2 tapes/$15.00

Ladish: Meeting the Aerospace Challenge
Lighting w/ Jerry Darnell

$
$
$

$10.00
3 tapes/$15.00

Making a Knife w/ Bill Moran

$10.00

Master Blacksmith, William Brady

$10.00

Power Hammer Forging w/ Clifton Ralph
$5.00
$6.00
$8.00

2 tapes/$10.00

Forge Welding w/ Bob Patrick

5 tapes/$25.00

Samuel Yellin’s Legacy:
The Story of a Metalworking Shop

$10.00

Shared Traditions

$10.00

The Complete Metalsmith w/ Tim McCreight

$10.00

The Work of Manfred Bredohl

$10.00

Tom Joyce Demonstration & Lecture

$10.00

Treadle Hammer Magic w/ Clay Spencer
Yellin Foundation Memorial Workshop
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$10.00
4 tapes/$20.00

Elmer Roush-Colonial American Hardware

Contemporary Forgework w/Press & Power Hammer
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$10.00
4 tapes/$20.00

1998 ABANA Conference:

1998 ABANA Conference: Brad Silberberg,

Mail to:

ABANA Comes of Age

4 tapes/$20.00

Aluminum Forging by Hand & Power Hammer

Day Phone #:

$10.00

Basic Blacksmithing Vol. 1 & 2 w/ Robb Gunter

1998 ABANA Conference: Jack Klahm-

Exp. Date:

$10.00

Architectural Iron w/ Walt Scadden

Albert Paley, Free-Form Power Hammer Work

MC or VISA#:

A Traditional Suite
A Water-Powered Smithy

1998 ABANA Conference:

1998 ABANA Conference:

Payment must be made in US funds with a check drawn on a US bank. Checks
written on a foreign account will not be accepted. We accept MasterCard, Visa,
American Express and Discover.

$10.00

Video Tapes
Forging Tape. 2 Night Demonstration

Fax credit card orders to:
ABANA CENTRAL OFFICE (706/769-7147) Or
Mail check orders to: ABANA Library • Fred McCluskey
15165 County Rd. 30 • Elk River, MN 55330
Make checks payable to ABANA
For inquiries, e-mail Fred: fredsforge@yahoo.com
Do not e-mail credit card Info

Abana
Membership

3 tapes/$15.00

Become an Abana Member!
MAIL TO:
Phone:
FAX:
E-mail:
Web Site:

PO Box 816
Farmington, GA 30638
706/310-1030
706/769-7147
abana@abana.org
www.abana.org

❑ American Express
Card #:
Exp. Date:

❑ MC

❑ VISA

❑ Discover

Signature
Day Phone #:
E-mail:
Name:
Street Address:
City:
State / Zip:
Regular Membership
❑ US
Senior Member (65+ yrs)
Full-time Student Member
Overseas
Public Library
Contributory Member

❑ Canada

$45.00 ❑
❑ Mexico
$40.00 ❑
$35.00 ❑
$65.00 ❑
$35.00 ❑
$100.00 ❑

More than one year may be paid by multiplying the dues by the number of years to pay in advance. Sorry, no discounts on multiple years.
		Membership Dues Total $_________

Payment must be made in US funds. Checks written on a foreign bank
account will not be accepted for “US funds” face value. Please call the
ABANA office if this is your only method of payment available.

$10.00
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By Rob Edwards

with Clare Yellin, Peter Renzetti & Chris Tierney
By Rob Edwards
This interview was held recently at
Arden Forge in West Chester, Pennsylvania, Pete Renzetti's blacksmith
shop.

Clare, Peter, & Chris

RING: How old is this shop, Pete?
PETE: As far as I can tell, the forge
itself is probably from around 1750.
. It was built as a blacksmith shop,
single forge and anvil, and was a single
story with an A-frame roof.
RING: So there's quite a tradition in this building, all by
itself.
Clare, being the granddaughter of the renowned ironworker Samuel Yellin, you are part of an illustrious history
of American blacksmithing. How did you fit into the
picture of working in a 1750 forge with Peter Renzetti
and Chris Tierney?
CLARE: I started in my grandfather's business, at his shop in
Philadelphia, then it became my grandmother's business,
passed to my father, then to my mother. I started in 1987
but I began working with Peter at Arden Forge in the fall
of 1992. 1992, regarding the business, which was located
on Arch Street in Philadelphia, was a momentous year,
both in a negative vein and a positive one. The company
went through a major reorganization. Two of the key
men retired, Lou Boccanera and Pete Wasczkurak. When
that happened, I then felt comfortable with leaving the
Yellin Iron Works building. One day when Pete was in
Dover, Delaware, and he heard that the Yellin business
was closing. He called me and said, "What's going on?"
I suggested we go out to dinner so I could tell him. What
I said to Peter was that the business wasn't closing, but

Inside Arden Forge.
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the building was. And I didn't know exactly what was
going to happen. That's when Peter suggested I come out
to his shop and we would see what could happen.
That started things rolling with some different jobs that
were coming in. Of the employees who were at the shop,
Chris Tierney had worked with me since he started in the
business in 1989. We were closing up the Yellin shop on
Arch Street, and Chris was involved in the phasing out
of the building, and he came up to Pete's shop also.
CHRIS: We were at the Yellin shop for about a year by
ourselves, just finishing up the last of a couple of jobs
and wondering what was going to happen next. I came
up to Pete's Arden Forge and we took off from there. The
expertise that Pete had was very helpful to us.
RING: Chris, I understand you have a foundry background?
CHRIS: I have a couple of years' worth, stemming back
to the late '70s in San Francisco. RING: What started
you in metalwork?
CHRIS: I was always in the arts--art school--following
that line of interest. But I wanted to learn more about
fundamentals, not so much the creativity in art. There
were a number of sculpture professors I had who showed
me how to make sculpture look 'really wild,’ but not really
telling me how a welder works. I wanted to know the
fundamentals side of it more. So I left school after a
year and began working in a sculpture studio, getting
torch and metal experience and then moving on to the
foundry work in San Francisco. But prior to San Francisco I worked at a foundry in Chester, Pennsylvania. I
put an application in at the Yellin shop for blacksmithing
work. It was the first time I'd ever seen a blacksmith
shop, and here it was right in my own backyard, so to
speak. One day I got a call from Clare asking me if I
wanted to work. I had prior plans, not yet executed, to
go to California, so I canceled those plans and decided
to take the job. It's worked out great ever since. We
had some very good years at the Yellin shop and I was
fortunate to have been able to work there. You can really
feel the presence of Samuel Yellin in that old building. It
was everywhere. We were working on those old original
Nazel power hammers of Yellin's and the original anvils
and forges; they're really special. A lot of the equipment
came over to Pete's Arden Forge when we moved over,
and the rest was sold.
RING: Pete, how is it to have so much more activity in your
shop now? First tell us a bit about how you got here.
PETE: I came from the arts and crafts community in Arden,
Delaware. They had a forge as part of the arts and crafts
movement. When I was a kid I started blacksmithing
about the age of 16 as a hobby. In 1968 the son of the
founder of the Arden community died and there was still a
lot of the equipment, tooling and patterns in the old forge
building. I was doing forging at Arden so they offered
me the opportunity to buy it. So my father and I worked
out a price with them and I bought out the remains of

the old Arden Forge. Then I was looking around for a
place to set up shop and it ended up that some friends
of mine hooked me up with a place in Chadds Ford next
to the Chadds Ford Inn. In 1969 I rented part of a barn
at that location and had a shop right on the parking lot
of the Chadds Ford Inn, which afforded me a perfect
opportunity for exposure. I opened officially in January,
1970 and I was doing whatever work came in the door.
I had reproductions of the Arden iron work and I would
reproduce, repair and restore antiques.
In 1974 I learned there was an old forge in Dilworthtown,
Pennsylvania. So I came up to look for it. One thing led
to another and some people steered me to the old James
Dilworthtown forge and the house and log cabin. I asked
the price and it was way over my head. I came back the
next year and they were asking considerably less, but it
wasn't actively on the market for sale. A friend of mine
who was in the real estate business suggested we try to
negotiate something. So we did; they liked the idea of
having a blacksmith come back and start the old forge
again. We came up with a figure that was reasonable, a
method of payment that was affordable, and they were
very flexible with me in allowing me the privilege of
coming here to work and open the shop. So I started in
September of 1975 restoring the buildings and operating
the shop.
I did work for the National Park Service in Washington,
DC, the Smithsonian Institution, and Winterthur Museum, and different places around the country restoring
some of the old historic sites. The Dupont Powder Mills
at The Hagely Museum was another large restoration
project. I reproduced some of their tooling--it has been a
broad spectrum of work. And I also worked on stringed
instruments. It all sort of tied together and I turned my
hobby into a business and was very fortunate with the
opportunities it afforded me.
Over the years I developed quite a collection of antique
hardware. In the late '80s and early '90s I was getting tired
of doing that type of work. The big boom in restoration
was starting to slow down and I didn't want to become
a manufacturer and do wholesale work. So I was looking for something else to do; I thought about selling the
business and moving back to Delaware where my birth
home is, to have a private studio there and do my own
thing. But in 1973 we started ABANA. Twenty-eight
guys and I got together in Lumpkin, Georgia, and had
a weekend of fun there. That's how ABANA was born.
So over the years of being involved in that, as well as
teaching, I really wanted to get away from being a slave
to the production of hardware.
When I heard that the Yellin shop was closing, I was
stunned. That's when I called Clare to confirm it and
that's when we got together. I told her I had a great
shop and that I was looking for something interesting
to do, and maybe we could work something out. I had
also been involved with the Yellin shop in years prior, in

some of the workshops they had conducted there. The
late Francis Whitaker ran one of the workshops. We also
created the Harvey Yellin memorial gate there, as well as
other significant projects. So I knew the shop well; my
father and Samuel Yellin taught together in the '30s when
he was at the Philadelphia Museum School of Industrial
Arts. My father was there from 1930 to 1967. So he
knew Yellin way back. In fact, there is a door knocker
that was on the house in Arden that I didn't realize was
Yellin's until I was looking through one of the books.
Hanging behind Sam on the wall in one of the photos
was this door knocker and I thought, that looks like
the one at home! Darned if it wasn't -- same one. I'd
heard about Yellin's shop--in fact, I worked at 58th and

Monel repoussé moon, private residence 1999

Market for a manufacturing company in the '60s. His
shop was right around the corner from where I worked
but I never went there to see it. I had other things on
my mind and other goals at that time, and it was way
before I got involved in the blacksmithing work.
RING: So how have things changed since then?
PETE: There was still work on the books that Clare needed
to have done. There were 10 or 12 guys at the shop
then. I said to them that whoever wanted to come out
and work with us, there was plenty of room, but Chris is
the only guy who stayed with it. So Chris, Clare and I
worked together to get things done. The first couple of
jobs impressed the architects enough for them to know
that we weren't fooling around with our work. It also
challenged me in a variety of other ways. There were
new materials, as well as new tools and a miniature
hammer that we developed. I love to design tooling
and to figure out how to make things. My machinist
and tool and die-making background comes in handy.
From my sculpting background, I use wax to make dies
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Wrought Iron sketch 1930s (this is a favorite of mine).

to forge complex forms. I then have the wax dies cast
in tool steel.
RING: It sounds like, in each case, there were doors that
opened and that all you three had to do was step through
the door into the same space.
CLARE: 1992 was a magical year. It opened up a huge
door; in fact, symbolically speaking, the first job that
we worked on was a pair of 12-foot doors for someone's
private theatre. The hardware was made out of nickel.
And so this door opened up into another door, which
opened into another and then another. We've worked on
many jobs together since then. We recently got a call for
a job in the Adirondacks, a new client. It's going to be for
a large fireplace. The fireplace opening is five feet wide
and 4 1/2 feet tall. Several years ago Chris had designed
something combining a wood grate inside a fireplace and
coupled it with nice andirons. It would be specifically
for someone who might have gas logs, so you wouldn't
need a firescreen. It never really came about until I was
scrounging in the drawer looking for the drawing that
Chris had made. I found it to be another possible andiron
idea. This andiron was done for the Bok family back
in the '20s of an andiron with a large Phoenix on the
front. Where the logs were, it was U-shaped so it was
all one piece. It was a central andiron as opposed to
having two. The log billets go back and you spread the
logs across. This had a central figure to it which was the
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Phoenix. Then it came back and spread into a split, so
it actually became a three-legged andiron. We thought
we could do something along that line or something like
the log box with andirons. We set up a design and then
set up the fabrication. So there is a fee for design and
then there is a fee for the fabrication work.
RING: With the arrangement you have with Chris and
Pete, how does it differ from the shop when you had all
the other employees?
CLARE: Should I say night and day? It's 180 degrees.
Not that working in that shop in Philadelphia wasn't
pleasant, it was. Certainly working on Arch Street had
its wonderful moments. But right toward the end we
were working on a large job which really wasn't going
well. And there were so many personalities, so many
different skill levels, so many people doing so many
different types of work.
To answer your question about what's different now, for
example, there isn't anything in metal that Pete and Chris
cannot build. When you have the skill and the talent
and you also have such respect for each other, I believe
we can accomplish anything.
CHRIS: We're very efficient here; every day is a lesson
in efficiency, which wasn't the case in the old shop. It
was fascinating because it was a large shop with a lot of
people there with different skill levels and different ages
of workers. It was a union shop also. There was a lot
of work, so much so that some of us often didn't know
what all was being done. Peter has an incredibly efficient
mind about how something should be built. It was great
in the old shop working with those big hammers and the
big fires every day -- it was really something else. But
now we don't use those big fires or those big hammers.
Instead we do everything very efficiently. It's exciting
to decide what will be the proper materials to use, and
not overdoing it in any way--working smarter, I guess
you would say. Two or three of us can do as much or
more as a half-dozen people in a shop that isn't nearly as
streamlined in their process. We love the work so much
that every day is fantastic--even today we're doing some
restoration work for Bryn Mawr College, working on
restoring the same 5,000 nuts and bolts every day. But
it's still very unique and everything is different. Every
step in the designs are so much fun. Everything is very
well thought out.
PETE: Partly the efficiency comes in by simplifying the
task. If we have a project where we need to make a lot
of one thing, we will figure out the simplest and most
expeditious way of making it, using whatever technology
is at our disposal because that is what everyone did in
the evolution in any kind of craft--whatever was discovered became the new tool or the new method or the new
piece of machinery that got a job done. It became more
efficient and made the job more economical, which also
broadened the customer base. If you can make items less
expensive and still represent the craftsmanship, having

the aesthetics and the quality of work at a more affordable price, then you have a larger audience.
CHRIS: It's definitely one of Peter's strongest suits, figuring out how the piece is to be made and the tooling that
goes along with it. We have jigs everywhere! And they
save so much time.
PETE: Another important feature of the efficiency of the
shop is we know that if you do everything right the first
time we save money right there. So we're very careful
about the communication between us and with the client
as to what they want, how they want it to work and how
they want it to look. So the look is the design part. The
work is the mechanics and the engineering aspects of
it. That goes into the materials: how the materials work
together and what they have to work with as they move,
such as hinges or things that rotate or those that operate in a cycle many times, like gates for example. The
surveys we do have to be very accurate. We do our jigs
and fixtures here--we duplicate what is at the site. Often
we can't go to the site; the job may be all the way across
the country, for example. We don't have the luxury of
popping over to the site to figure out the last dimension
we took. So we have to consciously accumulate all the
exact information we need to come back and re-create
the environment that we're going to put the piece in so
that when everything fits here we know that when we
go to the site, it will fit perfectly.
The installation is a separate cost to the client and we
don't want to abuse that either, so we want to make that
installation as efficient and as accurate as possible. The
care you take up front makes a lot of difference in the
end. When people see things happen very quickly and
efficiently, that is a major selling point to clients and
it's also one of the main things that clients talk about
to another person who might want work done, saying
something like, 'You should have seen these guys install
this, it went in so easily--bing, bing and it was done!'
RING: Clare, could you fill us in on a brief history of the
Yellin business?
CLARE: In a nutshell, my grandfather started the business
in 1909, running it until 1940. He died in October, 1940.
My father was at that time in his last year at the University of Pennsylvania School of Architecture, which was
a five-year program. He graduated from college in May,
1941, and was then drafted into the army three months
later. He served from August, 1941 until November, 1945.
Because my dad was still in school, my grandmother
took over the business, not having any experience in the
metalworking shop. She ran the business until my father
returned home. Then she turned the business over to him.
My father ran it until his death in July, 1985. When he
died my mother Marian.was active in the business until
the latter part of 1992. I didn't get active in the business
until 1987 when I moved to Philadelphia, after having
lived in Atlanta, Georgia, for almost 14 years.
RING: What were you doing during your years in Atlan-

ta?
CLARE: Many things. For some years I worked for a
company called Equifax, I taught tennis...it was 'recess'
time for me in Atlanta. Atlanta was wonderful; I did
what I wanted to do. And then I finally figured out
what I needed to do was go home and help my mom. I
wanted to get involved in the family business: what part
I could play I didn't know as yet. I wasn't really skilled
as a machinist or a blacksmith, but I was much younger
then, so all I knew was that I had a lot of energy and my
mother needed help. And so I returned home. I literally dove into the business and it's been one whirlwind
of an experience, believe me. But it really wasn't until
1992 that confidence and calmness really emerged in me
and took over. That was when I finally began working
with these two guys, Peter and Chris. It made my job
so much easier.
Working with my mother was also a wonderful experience. When my father died, rather unexpectedly,
although he hadn't been well, here was my mother who
didn't drive and she came to the business in west Phila-

Charcoal and pencil drawing of grille at Federal Reserve Bank of
New York, New York City, 1925.

Restoration of wrought iron balcony, Bryn Mawr College, Bryn
Mawr, PA 1999.
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delphia from where she lived in Haverford, Pennsylvania.
She walked to the bus in Ardmore, which was a little
under a mile, took a bus to 69th Street in Philadelphia,
then took the 'el,' or the elevated subway, from 69th
Street to 56th Street, then walked from 56th Street to
the forge, and returned home the same way. She did
that four days a week. Because there wasn't telephone
banking in the '80s, Mom needed to deposit the payroll
checks. The payroll bank was 1 1/2 miles from where
she lived. So she would walk to the bank to deposit the
payroll money. That was done on the fifth day. This
was a woman who had just turned 69 years old. She
did this for two full years before I returned home. She
had an amazing love for the metalwork. I really always
felt that my mother was the real soul of the business. I
believe that all the guys truly cared for my mother, and
had great respect for her.
RING: How much of your work now is restoration as
compared to new projects?
CLARE: It's about ten percent max. We did a big restoration job at Bryn Mawr College that Chris mentioned.
That was a combination of restoration and new work.
But I would say 90 to 95 percent of what we do is new
work, easily.
RING: And of that new work, how much is based on Yellin
designs or tradition?
CLARE: We squeeze a little bit of Yellin into most everything
we do. I beg, borrow and steal from my grandfather
all the time!
CHRIS: We're around the Yellin work so much that it's
only natural for us to design that way, using the Yellin
work as our model. I can't even doodle when I'm on the
telephone without drawing out one of the Yellin scrolls as
I'm talking or listening. It just comes so easily to us. But
we also design what we want to do, as well. In different
jobs we make a series of four or five different drawings
for the client. As was mentioned earlier, we worked on
a very large bronze weathervane using sheet bronze with
quarter-inch round going around it, outlining the whole
piece. It was all captured inside the round.
PETE: Structurally, it stiffened up the whole piece. You

Wrought iron mail tray, Curtis Institute of Music, Philadelphia, PA 1927
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can't have flat sheet flapping around in the wind; it
won't hold up. It defines the edge of the piece with the
quarter-inch round but it also gives strength to the sheet
metal and it was quite attractive when we finished it
and highlighted it. It's nothing that I invented--we're
borrowing from the old masters all the time. We just
cut it up in little pieces and sprinkle it around in a new
way each time, so to speak.
CLARE: We're standing on the shoulders of a lot of other
people and borrowing many, many ideas. The weathervane that Peter talked about is 8 feet by 8 feet--it's quite
a stunning piece of work. It was also stunning to see
the Chris and Peter install it! On that job I supervised
from the ground, fortunately.
RING: The current job you're working
on is a beautiful railing where you
are combining naval bronze and mild
steel. Are you finding that this multimedia architectural thing is something that has taken off?
CHRIS: It's very common to see
a Yellin piece that has iron
with bronze accents.
RING: In those days was
naval bronze available?
CHRIS: I'm not
sure what the
material was
then that was
used, but it certainly was very similar
in appearance. It was
not like the reddish silicon bronze or a red brass,
it was more of a golden
brass, or golden bronze.
CLARE: It wasn't really a
forge-able material back
then because I think some
of the bronze still had a bit
of lead in it. But it was workable
enough that you could do repoussé with it. For example,
at the Bok Tower in Florida there is a beautiful repoussé
door made out of bronze. The staff keeps the door highly
polished. Edward Bok, a patron of my grandfather’s,
created a special sanctuary with a carillon tower and
gardens in central Florida. Yellin completed the work
in 1929. A lot of the other bronze elements were used
in architectural ways in cap rails, for example--it was
more of a machining type of material. You didn't see
much forging in the bronze. At the Yellin Exhibit at
the Rosenbach Museum and Library (the exhibit closed
March 21, 2003), there was a fragment of the door that
was made for the Crocker family in California. The client originally wanted copper and I have correspondence

where my grandfather said that we could do it in copper,
but it would look better in bronze. So it was done in
the bronze.
CHRIS: We did a job at the Federal Reserve Bank several
years ago, making a railing to match the original one,
which were also Yellin's railings. They were beautiful forged iron hand rails that have 3/4" grooves going
the whole length. We inlaid the 5/16" round rods the
whole length of the piece which were soldered in. You
really couldn't tell the new and the old apart. It was a
great look.
RING: Are you pretty much able to figure out how the
Yellin workers did the jobs?
CHRIS: Luckily we have so many of their pieces around that
we can
see examples. We can look at a piece
and we have the luxury of flipping it
upside down, turning it over, taking
a lock, for instance, and opening it
up, and all sorts of things to dissect
the actual pieces--it's wonderful
to have that visual example
right here. If you look at the
work, everything was small
pieces. Everything was all
there for us to see. We're
able to break it down
into each step they
took.
CLARE: There
were several
projects I can
think of where
we all learned a lot.
One was from the Pillsbury House. This is a house
outside Minneapolis, Minnesota, on Lake Minnetonka.
There were two beautiful doors
Wrought iron bull repoussé escutcheon
Plate, Crocker Residence, Pebble Beach,
CA 1929

which were crafted by Samuel Yellin in
1 91 7 .
One was a front door which was a grille for
a wood door which features a peacock Another was a
door going into the family's conservatory featuring two
herons. One heron has its head up picking some grapes
and the other heron, both in repoussé, has its head down
picking up a frog. An absolutely stunning door! These
doors were really dirty and they needed cleaning, so we
restored them. They came back here and boy, did we love
having them. When the paint, dirt and grime were all
removed, you could really take it all in and see how this
was so beautifully put together. It was wonderful.
PETE: There is a lot of evidence that is left on the job
where you can see what kind of tool was used, whether

Bronze weather vane, private residence 2001 (8' x 8')

it was a file, sandpaper, an abrasive, a chisel or a hammer
mark--things like that. You also look at the construction
of the piece to see how it was put together and what
is possible and what is not possible. You might have
something that has been pierced through and then on
either side there's an object that can't fit through that
hole. So how did they put that together? Was it a forge
weld? Was it done with a gas torch and fused? Was it
a mechanical joint that's hidden inside the joint where
it pierces? There are all these different things that show
up when you clean a piece and you're able to see the
surfaces and the textures, as well as the design and the
construction--how it was put together and what fits your
mind's eye and what doesn't. That's when we ponder
these things, we look at them, take out a pencil and
make some sketches, asking: did they do it this way?
Or did they do it that way? We play around with that
for awhile until we come up with ways to reproduce
the piece that was done. Or maybe we'll make another
piece that is similar to the original one and have it look
the same with the same set of design qualities. We now
have technology that allows us to use TIG welding and
silver soldering, as well as other types of working metal
that weren't available to them back then.
RING: In those days, say around 1925, essentially what they
had was a forge, gas torches and the hand tools.
CHRIS: While they were responsible for some of the most
incredible forge welds I've ever had the pleasure of seeing, it's amazing how many gas welds are on the old
ironwork. Many of them you just can't forge weld that
many pieces on.
PETE: Properly and carefully heating iron so that it got a
good, thorough heat and bringing it up to where it would
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Detail of wood and wrought iron lattice door, 1920s.

fuse, then hammering it together, they could actually
forge weld the piece with a torch, depending on the type
of flame they used. So we had to really study the piece
to see how they approached these problems. They had
multiple, complex screens that were put together--and
all these things that fit, that interlock and interweave-all the elements that had to go on the screen. What
clusters could they put together and then marry to the
main piece? How did they make those last few joints?
How would they come through and terminate pieces so
they wouldn't distort them? When you forge weld you
have to allow for possible expansion and stretching,
depending on how aggressive you are. And when you
put a piece together that is very complex and everything
has to stay exact according to the drawing, you can't just
start progressively putting all these pieces together and
have it end up two inches wider than it's supposed to be:
it has to fit. So you're challenged sometimes to underdo a joint so that next time you work it, it expands to
where it needs to be. You have to think far enough into
the project to accommodate the different laws of physics
that are going to come into play as you progressively
assemble something.
RING: Dealing with some of Yellin's old work, though, you
must have a tremendous appreciation for the traditional
skills. And it would seem that if you have a mastery of
the traditional skills, then you are a leg up on using the
contemporary methods.
PETE: That's true, but you don't have a leg up on the mastery of the contemporary materials of that time. There
is the pure wrought iron that Samuel Yellin got in his
day, which was the very best in the world that you could
acquire. And he tested every load that came across on
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the ships to make sure he wasn't getting dumped some
scrap iron. He wanted to make sure it was the very best
material to start with. Having the refined wrought iron
that he had to work with you would be amazed at how
far you can move this material and the way it reacts to
splitting, carving, stretching, compressing and welding.
Even though you might have the skills and the knowledge
of practicing traditional techniques, if you don't have
the same materials, you run into the obstacles of modern
materials: carbon steels, alloy steels and things that do not
react or behave the same way as their materials did.
RING: Where did he get his wrought iron?
CLARE: It was mostly from Sweden.
CHRIS: Some of his work was left with the "Made in
Sweden" mark right on it. Every once in awhile we see
the different insignias on pieces from the various iron
houses in Sweden where it was purchased, on some of
the old work.
RING: Do you ever attempt to get the refined wrought iron
for some of these jobs? Can you even do some of these
jobs with contemporary steel?
PETE: Yes, we do figure out how to do them with the modern
materials. Fortunately, I have some wrought iron stock
that I was able to get, American made. It was some of the
last made in the U.S. and it is still pretty good material,
but nothing like the high quality of the Swedish iron. But
it does have the qualities and characteristics that wrought
iron has, to be able to be worked and welded together
and patinated. There are subtleties that occur which you
see when you work material--the way the hammer mark
is left on the material and the way the material softens
when it's heated and scaled and manipulated.
Wrought iron is your softest material and carbon steel
would be your hardest material. So when you go to
work these two metals, you see right away that there
is a resistance to parting the material that you run into
with carbon steel which you don't have with wrought
iron. Because of wrought iron's grain structure and its
lack of toughness, it's a very pliable metal.
CHRIS: We still have fun with just regular mild steel, too.
We can go hotter with mild steel.
PETE: Oh, yes, we can do a lot with mild steel, but there
is a difference when you get into the subtle areas like
working leaves and ornaments that are more delicate on
a piece. We see a lot of the pieces that Yellin carved and
the way he treated pieces of metal where he did a lot of
peeling, scrolling and splitting--just amazing stuff they
could do with the material because of the qualities of the
material itself as opposed to other metals.
CHRIS: It's interesting to find pieces of discarded samples
from the '20s from the old shop. For example, we once
found a piece where a bird's head was burned off. I
thought to myself, well, see, these guys made mistakes
too!
RING: What's next on the agenda for the three of you?
PETE: More of the same.

CLARE: Yes, more of the same. The future looks bright,
we're booked up for about a year now. Work is steady.
There are a lot of nice things coming in. I would like to see
some of the items for production get off the ground.
RING: I noticed some pieces for theRosenbach Museum
that you have made recently which are duplicates of
old Yellin work.
CLARE: Yes, the snakes, candlesticks, the bronze paperweight. The paperweight is a cast piece from the forged
iron one. The bronze paperweight was cast from an original Yellin wrought iron paperweight – lost wax method.
We're going to see how some of these things move.
CHRIS: We want use our abilities as best we can, using
Peter's amazing sense of putting things together like he
does--figuring out how to make something in the most
efficient and skilled way--and then design pieces in the
shop where we could say, 'Okay, we're going to make this
table lamp,' for example, then figure out the way we're
going to make it. Then we want to figure out where we're
going to sell these. Peter and I will come up with the
designs and then make them, and Clare will be able to
put them in the right people's hands. That's something
we could do forever. I'm not sure we want to make and
install heavy winding stairway railings inside a small New
York apartment much longer, the older we get.
CLARE: There was a newspaper article written about us
(Philadelphia Inquirer, September 29, 2003) which said,
'I don't want to be big, I just want to be good.' The work
needs to stand on its own, it needs to have integrity to
it. We all need money to live, but there's more to it
than that.
CHRIS: You don't go into a craft business expecting to
become wealthy.
PETE: It isn't possible unless you have a huge staff of
people that you direct to make things and a production
base and you sell a lot of it and you advertise a lot of
it. People often ask me, 'How long is it going to take
for me to make a living at this?' I reply that first of all,
you have to be happy with what you're doing. Because
if you're not happy with what you make then the people
you make it for are not going to be very happy either,
because they're going to see that you're not happy and
it's going to show in your work--it will come out. Some
of it you have to eat along the way, but the education is
what you get from that process. But at least you get paid
for providing a good-quality product and you give every
client your best effort. If you start to sell yourself short
and give a client something that only looks good but
doesn't last real long, then that comes back to bite you.
I've always liked that saying, 'You never get a second
chance to make a first impression.' Money always comes
from a good anything--a good service, a good product,
a good lesson, and so on.
We challenge ourselves at the same time. It's this ladder
we're constantly climbing of design application, challenge, figuring out the cost. Sometimes the cost is not

the object; instead, it's coming up with something that
people that are going to want to live with and be really
happy with, every time they touch it and see it.
CHRIS: And in particular to our situation here, we always
are asking ourselves, 'How would Sam feel about how
we're doing this particular piece and how it's turning
out?' We hope he's proud.
CLARE: We've been lucky, but also really blessed to have
some fantastic clients who are just wonderful to work
with.
CHRIS: We're not giving them just a utilitarian railing,
for example; they're working with us in an art sense
as well. So they're a bit more relaxed about it and it's
a very comfortable relationship. We want it to look at
good as possible, and we want it to be the best quality
it can be. They understand that.
RING: Well, a lot of them are investing in your work.
CLARE: Yes, very much so. Sometimes people will come
to us with one small job, but more opens up from that.
We might do a small railing, then the client may ask,
'Can you do a range hood for my kitchen also? I'd like
to have that done.' Peter created one range hood for a
duplex in New York City. That was tough, because it's
like having to pack something that large in a little tiny
space. I wish everyone who is working today anywhere
could have the joy of working--to be able to love what
you do, to be able to create--it's quite exciting.
PETE: It's a real privilege to have the clients that afford us
the luxury of the challenges at this level of workmanship.
Another thing that occurs where we're working is the
relationship that matures over a period of time between
the client and our shop and what we provide. We get to
know them, and they get to know us well. We explain
how whatever it is they want can work, how we can make
it better, and how we can make it last long. Maybe the
different materials we suggest may give it a whole different complexion but also give them something that they
will appreciate more than something they've been stuck
on. So a lot of these things mature and evolve over a
period of time and Clare knows this very well because
she's the one who deals mostly with either the designer

Detail of wrought iron lock box for lattice door 1920s.
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or the architect or the client in the preliminary areas of negotiating a
job. We don't push ourselves on the client, we say let's do something
small, so you can see if you like what we do. Then things blossom
from there. The last thing you want to do is pressure a client; if they
want to, they'll spend it, because they have it. But they also want to
know that they're going to get the value out of what they are spending. That takes an education because we're not a manufacturer. We
don't have a catalog where we sell numerous items off the shelf. We
tailor it to the client and that's not just fitting their space but their
likes and dislikes, their attitudes, as well as the sense of utility of the
piece of work. It teaches us a lot, as well.
CHRIS: Sometimes we'll follow a design thread throughout the whole
job. For example, the client may have a distinctive pattern in a stained
glass window. We'll think of how we can extend that pattern into
another area of the room, such as in a railing, for example.
CLARE: There are some jobs that are hard to see go out the door because
we enjoyed working on them so much. We hate to part with them.
We're a lucky group, but we all work hard at it, too.
CHRIS: We all work very closely together.
CLARE: And we all have an opinion; we all put in our two cents when
it comes to how we want the piece to look. Sometimes my opinion
rules, sometimes Chris's does, and sometimes Pete's. Sometimes we
all agree. But it's the end result that matters.
RING: It's been so interesting to hear about the continuation and the
progress of the work of the Yellin shop from you three; your projects,
both past, present and future are fascinating to learn about. Thanks
to all three of you for taking
the time out from your very
full schedules to talk with
me today.
CLARE: It was our pleasure. 

Kewaskum, Wisconsin
Photos by George Lottermoser and Associates

The wine rack was a donation for an auction to raise funds for
Habitat for Humanity. Dimensions are 24" x 34" x 8". All leaves were
made cold, utilizing French repoussé-style workmanship. The leaves
were gas-welded onto the vine, utilizing the oxyacetylene torch. The
snub-end scrolls were formed without the use of peripheral tooling.
The edges of the bottom 1/4" plate were ball peened at an orange
heat to give a more organic feel to the overall piece. The lattice is
3/16" x 3/4" mild steel with hammer-beveled edges. The entire rack
is hand-forged mild steel. The photograph was taken in the wine
cellar of the Cedar Creek Winery, which is directly next door to my
shop in the historic Cedar Creek Settlement, Cedarburg, WI.
The complex is an 1864 vintage three-story building which originally served as a woolen mill. This mill produced clothing and
blankets for soldiers in the Civil War. The high bid for the rack was
by the owner of the winery, and it is now displayed in the winery’s
tasting room.

“Centerpiece." Hand-forged mild steel, 18 1/2"
h. All pieces are forge-welded together and were
then forged into a hip. The various elements were
then arranged by use of the oxyacetylene torch. The
leaves have a triangular cross-section, as they were
cross-peened at a 60-degree angle, to the centerline,
with the hammer also coming down at an angle.
This peening style delivers a gently organic texture
to the leaves.
Exterior wrought steel lantern, private residence,
2004
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The Suffolk Swordfish-style latch is a replica of a sketch in Albert H. Sonn’s "Early
American Wrought Iron," plate #46, figure
2, on page 124. It is not quite as large as
the original, which was 39 1/2" overall. This
replica is 29" overall. The cusps were crosspeened from the parent bar, and then the
pattern was cut out with various curved and
straight chisels. I then refined the pattern
with a file. The handle was forged into a
swedge to produce a half-round shape. The
tips of the "swords" were bent at 90 degrees
and nailed into the entrance door of my
Cedar Creek Settlement shop. Hand-forged
mild steel. 
Editor’s Note: Thanks very much, Dan, for your article.
These are the kinds of captions that supply our readers
with the knowledge to execute their own work, with
yours as an inspiration.
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Jerry Spiker, Prairie Wolf Forge, Sidney, Nebraska
These pictures give a good idea of how the hummingbirds are used for the curtain rod. Closeup of
hummingbird and morning glory. The hummingbird's body is forged from 1" plate. The body is
4.5" from head to tail. The wing span is 6", and the
wings are made from 14-gauge. steel. The finish
was achieved using guilder’s paste.

Dale Morse, Gordonsville, Virginia
Door knocker. 12" h x 13 1/2" w. Forged and fabricated steel, river stone. Photo by
Sandra Bilous.

Eric Moebius, Hubertus, Wisconsin

Door knocker, detail.

Hallway table. 36" h x 30" w x
22" d. Photos by Eric Moebius.

Daniel Watson, Driftwood, Texas

Kirsten Reese, Belgrade, Montana
Square vessel. 24" x 12". Forged steel.
Round vessel. 18" x 10". Forged steel.

Mike Kimpton, Garrettsville, Ohio
Textured frame mirror. 18" diameter. Forged and
fabricated mild steel. Photo by Jerry Anthony.
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Rapier. Weight: 3 lbs. Overall length: 43". Blade length: 36" to ricasso. Blade thickness:
1/8" with distal taper. Handle: Bone ("Texas ivory"). Guard: Hand-forged blued mild steel.
Pommel: Blued mild steel. Steel: Techno-Wootz™ Damascus. Finish: Damascus. The pattern
is hammered into the blade during the forging process (for this sword, a spider web design).
Blade was polished, then acid-washed to bring out the Damascus pattern. A belt sander was
used to grind the blade into its final shape. Note: Regarding the blade close-ups in the rapier
photo. It is the same side of the blade shown on both sides; it’s just "mirrored" on the photo for symmetry.
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G all e r y

Oleg Shyshkin,

Oakville, ONtario, Canada

T

his sculpture is a central piece of
wine cellar interior and a stair railing at the same time. The young
branches grow up, towards the light,
twisting with each other and then straightening out again so that they can join once
more and produce a fruit—a cluster of grapes,
which tempts one to reach out and feel its
warmth. This work was a joy to do. I enjoyed
making the elements: leaves with ladybug,
poppy flowers, wild flowers, branches and
grape clusters all by hand. There were more
than 160 individual grapes assembled, all
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of different sizes, which were turned into one
intricate ensemble.
Each leaf has its own identity, forged from
pieces of different-sized metals, each unique
as nature itself. The wood texture of the grape
vine looks life-like. The trunk was sculpted as
if it were made of wax. The base was made of
6" diameter pipe with 3/16" wall thickness. It
was heated more than 15 times in propane to
forge the bark wrinkles and wood texture, and
to hold the branches sprouting from it.
The process brought enormous satisfaction; I
didn’t want to finish this work. After completing
some parts I left them for a period of 5 to 10
days so that I could enjoy them longer. Multiple warming of parts created unique designs.
Using a hand hammer and a power hammer,
a fabricator can create very unusual effects,
and can wonder endlessly at the potential of
simple iron.
Throughout the job, some interesting tech-

niques were used. For instance, 95 percent
of the project was made with a power hammer (160 kilos of ram weight) and a flat,
basic square pin. It would be hard for someone to imagine how it was made, and to get
those results with this monster. Using this
hammer in a nontraditional way, not just
for mechanical forging, allows the machine
to become a magnificent art instrument
that can produce amazing results.
I did not use a computer program to make
sketches for this job. Pencil and paper will
still be around for a long time because the
hand-sketched drawing contains part of

the artist’s soul, just like the hand-forged
work it initiates. Forging always conceals
in its mystery that the blacksmith is a magician, healer and sage. Because the blacksmith uses iron, water, air and fire—the four
original earth elements—all universes are
fitted on one small forge. 
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Showcase

Robert Gardner and Eric Vellecca
Loxahatchee, Florida

Pool Gate

Our clients of this pool gate wanted something fanciful to match the
atmosphere of their pool/garden area. The rabbit riding the tortoise is
in reference to their company’s logo. The flowers and creatures were all
hand forged and fabricated in bronze. The frame and most of its inner
elements were all riveted together. The scroll work in the bottom section
is constructed of forge-welded elements.
In order to make the pool gate self-closing, we chose to offset the
hinges, making it open upward as it moves outward. We find this to be
more functional as well as aesthetically pleasing.
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George Greenamyer Marshfield, Massachusetts

Penn Station, NY

Penn Station, NY

south room

Photos by Beverly Burbank
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north room

Blacksmiths at Batsto Ironworks
with illuminated rod.

G

eorge Greenamyer designs, fabricates and installs large public art
sculpture. He is awarded commissions through national public art
completions and has sculptures in various areas of the country,
the majority in the Northeast.
Blacksmithing has been a major component of George’s sculpture since
the early 1980s. He also teaches blacksmithing along with welding,
foundry and drafting at Massachusetts College of Art, where he has
been teaching since 1968. He would be the first to admit that he is not

New Jersey on Parade, North Room, overall dimensions of sculpture in this room:12'h x 28’l x 14’w.
The overall dimensions of sculpture
in the South Room are 12’h x 30’l
x 14’w. Figures are 2 to 3 feet tall,
forged, fabricated painted. Commissioned by New Jersey Transit with
the assistance of the New Jersey
State Council on the Arts, 2002.
The South Room celebrates Batsto, a historic iron
forge in the Pinelands of New Jersey, with a moving water wheel and three workers moving their
iron back and forth under a moving hammer. Molly
Pitcher and The Seal of Newark, with Liberty and
Justice, are next on the central truss. An early
Edison phonograph with moving parts and a moviemaker with the first movie camera compliment the
figure of Edison (on the truss on the side) holding
a glowing replica of one of his early light bulbs. A
flying New Jersey Devil and Mr. Peanut and Miss
America and her attendants in an Atlantic City lifeboat move around the perimeter of this room.

a traditional smith. However, the length and breadth of his work
is worthy of notice by others interested in blacksmithing, if only to
show another use. He considers bronze to be “European" and enjoys
the "American Industry" look of blacksmithed steel that shows off
the direct process through the hit marks. He also likes the fire, the
heat and the smell.
At the heart of George’s sculpture designs are figurative narratives.
These include people, animals, buildings and vehicles—whatever is
needed to tell a story. The narrative celebrates a particular theme of
the place and is often based on local history. He forges pipe for the
larger sections of his figures like bodies, heads, skirts and pant legs;
and solid stock for arms, legs, hands and feet. After fabrication, the
figures are sandblasted, primed and painted with industrial-quality
gloss oil enamel in a coloring-book style.
George admires cast piggy banks and folk sculpture, the influence
of which can be seen in his work. However, he was trained in art
with a BFA at the Philadelphia College of Art (now University of
the Arts) and earned his MFA degree from the University of Kansas
at Lawrence and cannot be considered a "folk artist."
George has been working with a mechanical engineer since 1993 to
realize several kinetic sculptures: wind indicator/sculptures, whirligigs and sculpture that include figures that are timed to move with
a clock. 

The centerpiece of the North Room is a 9 foot long N.J. Transit electric
locomotive with a 3-foot tall engineer. Ten figures, including beach goers,
a businessman, a fisherman and shoppers, move from the back of the locomotive into a classic New Jersey Shore beach house. John Holland on his
submarine moves around the perimeter of the room by means of a conveyor
system of the type used in auto manufacturing plants. Other moving,
hanging sculptures in this room, but not shown, are King George III and his
troops fleeing Trenton and George Washington and his men in a boat with
Revolutionary flags flying.
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